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Norman Latker
From: Latker, Carole (NIH/NIGMS) [LATKERC@nigms.nih.gov]

Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2005 5:09 PM

To: Norman Latker

Subject: and the saga goes on

Howard Bremer is getting a lot of press.

Bad Information Makes Implementing New NIH Conflict OfInterest Regs Harder

The Washington Fax
April 20, 2005

Bad communication, misinformation, misinterpretation and misunderstandings are only a few of many things adding
to confusion surrounding the HHS conflict of interest (Col) regulations that were put in place at NIH on Feb. 3, 2005.

One serious, strategic implementation error of, and perhaps the cause of most of the bad communication, is the
removal of hands-on decisiomnakin oversi t and enforcement of the ethics regulations from the level ofNIH
administrators to t.e departmentalleve at HHS and even higher to the Office of Govemment Ethics. -

In a recent intervIew, Howard Bremer, of the Wisconsin AlumniResearch Foundation andthe mancredited with
bringing about the Bayh-Dole Act, was staunch in his belief that Col management is best achieved through strict rules
and stringentreporting enforced at the institutional level by peer scientists in conflict of interest panels. (see Washington
Fax 4/14/05)

It is hard to understand what the officials, lawyers, and bureaucrats downtown were thinking when they insisted that
administration of and judgments concerning the new Col regs not be done fully at the NIH level. Removing local
authority from NIH to the desktop of perhaps conservative legal interpretation is a disservice to the agency and certainly
to its employees.

More to the point, the fact that the decisions are made downtown tells NIH employees and officials that the appeals
process is nseless, since the fmal arbiter made the original decision.

This "downtown" strategy removes at least one step in direct human judgment. As an example, an individual at NIH
might be in conflict because of their fmancial holdings and certain oftheir duties. Better than divesture of stock, the
answer might be simply to move them from the conflicted position and replace them with an equally talented employee
who is not conflicted This carmot be accomplished now, because NIH does not have the authority.

In hundreds of areas related to the day-to-day running ofNIH, officials, including the director, carry out their duties

I through authority designated by the HHS secretary to the director, so enforcing the regs at the departmental level is not
necessarily a demand oflaw.

From the get-go it was not really clear when and how the Col regs would be implemented. In fact, there is much
erroneous information floating around about the rules in general.

In a recent interview with Washington Fax, NIH Deputy Director Raynard Kington, MDlPhD, cited specific areas in
which the confusion is focused.

The outside activities area is the most complicated part ofthe reg, Kington said.
"There are three types of activities with four types of organizations that are prohibited and then there are five

exemptions," he explained.
"The three types of activities are employment, paid or unpaid; compensated teaching, speaking [or] writing; [and]

self-employment, like a personal services contract or a business."
"The four types of organizations are substantially-affected organizations, which are primarily pharmaceuticals and

biotech;grantee institutions, health care providers andinsurers, andprofessional ortrade organizations,n he said.
"The five exceptions are clinical practice, clerical, teaching a course that falls under a number of categories,

teaching, speaking, writing anctealtmg a peer-reviewed journal, and CME-type education. All of those are allowed, [but]
you still have to get prior approval, and you still have to meet other criteria."

IIFor example, II he explained, "you can't go outandteacha course that's entirely about yourresearch that you're paid
to do here and do that as an outside activity for compensation. Most courses aren't like that, but if you wanted to go spend
an entire course teaching just your research, you couldn't do that because that violates actually criminal statutes that
prohibit employees from getting paid for activities directly p;!ated to what they're being paid to do by the federal

~ government. 11 '
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First on his list of misunderstandings is "the belief that giving talks at universities and grantee institutions is not
allowed."

A nmnber of outside activities are allowed if they fall into certain categories, he explained. Even activities for
compensation, such as giving general talks at a CME professional development-type activity, are allowed.

However, many of these activities, in fact the vast majority, are now and have always been done as a part of an
employee's official duties. Employees can continue to do those duties and even receive travel reimbursements by grantee
institutions -- just as long as the money does not come from an NIH grant, Kington said.

The second common misconception is that you bave to get prior approval in order to be a Girl Scout troop leader,
Kington said. ''Non-professional services at social, fraternal, religious, political organizations do no require prior
approval - if unpaid."

"It is true that as the rule is currently written, for paid activities and activities that involve professional services with
any type of organization, the rules technically require prior approval," he said. But, we're in the process of obtaining an
exemption for a series of broad classes of activities, including sports-related activities, real estate sales....things that are
really not related to the core mission ofthe agency. And those existed before. Before, there was an exemption for serving
on a condo board, for example. II

Kington listed other misunderstandings about outside activities. For example, "that you won't be able to practice
medicine or work part-time as a nurse. The way the rules are written, certain activities are prohibited and then there are
classes of activities that are exempted. And clinical practice involving one-on-one patient care is one ofthe activities that
is exempted under the new reg .. explicitly."

The fourth misconception he noted is "that you can't get involved in editing, can't be editors for compensation.
[Editing] too, is one of the classes of activities that's explicitly exempted from the prohibitions. And it isn't even
prohibited...it wouldn't fall under the rnles at all if it's not with a publication that is published by a university or a grantee
institution."

The fmal misconception Kington pointed to is that "NIH employees can't receive awards of over $200." Kington said
the rules really have not changed dramatically for the awards policy.

I "What we have is a policy that says there's a federal-wide prohibition against receiving payment for doingyour
federal job from a third party, but there's an exce tlOn wntten into the rules ....There was a exception that had already
been wn en mto e ru es at a ows under certam circumstances employees to receive the award. Employees could also
receive the honor, but they also could receive, under exceptions, cash over $200," he said.

"There were criteria set up forwhatconstituted a bone fide award, II Kington said. However, "even if it's an
exceptional award that has an independent committee and clear objectives and all the criteria for a bone fide award, but
the organization has a matter pending before you where you are about to make a decision about that organization - [you
are] not going to be allowed to do that."

"We're creating exceptions for broad categories ofdistinguished awards that any NIH employee could receive, like
the Nobel. But then senior employees are more restricted in what they receive, because they're more likely to have
conflicts with organizations that might give awards. They can still receive the honor ofan award and under some
circumstances couldreceivethe money," he continued..'

"A subcommittee of the Advisory Committee to the Director will sort of certify a pre-approved list of bone fide
awards, which basically allows us to have an outside group review awards to make sure they meet the criteria that are put
forth in the regs. It's really a tool for employees because there'll be a pre-approved list. [It] doesn't mean if your award
isn't on that list you can't get it, it just means that all awards have to be scrubbed by that subcommittee."

Kington also discussed prohibited holdings. He explained that the rule creates two classes of employees at NIH.
Filers are the 6,000 to 7,000 employees who every year file either public fmancial disclosure statements in which they
disclose their financial situation, or confidential disclosures, which are disclosed to the agency but not to the public.

Filers have a complete prohibition against owning a substantially affected organization.
-"Everybody else in the agency, with some footnotes, but everybody else in the agency...can hold up to $15,000,"
Kington said.

"We're currently trying to move some categories of people who are currently filers into the other category for the
purposes of this rule because they may be a filer for a reason that has nothing to do with their ability to have one of these
conflicts."

The idea that employees will be prohibited from investing in mutual funds is wrong, Kington said. "If it's a
diversified mutual fund, you can have a mutual fund that holds stock in a SUbstantially affected organization."

Another bit of misinformation is "that an employee would have to divest holdings related to a spouse's current or
past employment with a substantially-affected organization or their own past employment with a substantially-affected
organization, like a pharmaceutical [company]. There's an explicit exception built into the rules to allow that to occur. So,
we don't expect people to divorce their spouses because of this reg.." Kington said.

These regulations are one place where scientists' favorite admonishment, "Don't throw the baby out with the bath
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water," mustprevail.
-- Bradie Metheny

High Court Is Set to Hear Case ofResearch vs, Patents

By Denise Gellene
The LA Times
April 20, 2005

Michael D. Pierschbacher remembers the moment in 1982 when he discovered a tiny peptide that guides human cell
growth and migration. "I ran from the lab and down the hallway shouting, 'Eureka!' "recalled the former Burnham
Institute scientist.

Some time later, David Cheresh, a scientist at Scripps Research Institute - right across the street from Burnham in
San Diego - became convinced that the peptide, a string ofthree amino acids, had promise as an anti-cancer drug. In
1994 Cheresh started collaborating with German drug maker Merck on a brain cancer medicine.

Then the company that owned rights to the Burnham discovery sued Merck for patent infringement - and won a jury
trial in 2000. Merck appealed, so far unsuccessfully.

Today, the U.S. Supreme Court will hear arguments in the case, which has taken on broad significance for drug
development and left the biotechnology industry deeply divided.

Merck - not related to U.S. pharmaceutical giant Merck & Co. - argues its research was permitted under a "federal
exemption" for all work aimed at getting Food and Drng Administration approval for drugs.

Some big pharmaceutical companies and the seniors organization AARP - typically opponents - are urging the court
to side with Merck. They worry that unless the court acts, patents could be used to delay or completely block potentially
life-saving medicines.

The Department of Health and Human Services also has gotten behind Merck. In a friend-of-the-court brief, the
department asserted that federal law protected many ofthe experiments performed by Cheresh in collaboration with
Merck. "There is no question that the [appeals] court's holding would restrict significantly the development of new
drugs," thegovernment's briefsaid.

Integra Lifesciences Holdings Corp., the New Jersey company that owns the Burnham patents, said worries about
research delays were nonsense. Integra offered to license the patents to Merck, but negotiations with the German firm
were not successful, said Cathryn Campbell, a lawyer for Integra.

The case has split the biotechnology industry, which includes a handful of drug giants and hundreds of smaller,
research-focused companies.

Siding with Integra are small biotech companies that produce and sell equipment and other products used in drug
research, including Applera Corp. and Invitrogen Corp. They worry that big drug companies could run all over their
patents if the lower court rnling is overturned.

Two of the largest biotechs, Genentech Inc. and Biogen Idee Inc., are aligned with Merck.
At the center of the dispute is a federal law known as Hatch-Waxman, which was passed in 1984 to foster drug

development. The law granted a "federal exemption" from patent laws for research needed to obtain FDA approval ofa
drug. The law has been used to shield generic drug companies from patent infringement suits while they prepare to bring
knock-off drugs to market.

Merck claims that the Hatch-Waxman exemption should also apply to its research, but a federal jury disagreed,
awarding $15 million in damages to Integra, which an appeals court reduced to $6.4 million in 2003.

In upholding the verdict, the appeals court said that Merck and Scripps used the peptide in experiments that weren't
needed to obtain FDA approval of the brain-cancer drug. The court said the exemption applied only to drugs in clinical
trials, while Merck was using the peptide in laboratory studies.

Merck said the appeals court decision was too narrow. "Our argument is there is a period of time that begins the
moment it can be demonstrated that a drug candidate has the potential to cure disease in humans. From that point on, the
research is protected," said E. Joshua Rosenkranz, attorney for Merck.

The suit revolves around a 23-year-old discovery that is now a hot area of research. The peptide discovered by
Pierschbacher passes information to cells by binding to receptors on cell membranes, called integrins.

"It is not an exaggeration to say that nothing works in cells without the [peptide] recognition system," said Erkki
Ruoslahti, who supervised Pierschbacher in the 1980s.

Back then, Ruoslahti had become convinced that a peptide controlled important cell functions and assigned
Pierschbacher to find it.
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Integra eventually acquired the patents, and Pierschbachernow is a senior vice president at the company.
Ruoslahti continued to study the peptide and how it interacted with cells, collaboratingat times with Cheresh at

Scripps.
In 1994, Cheresh published a paper showing that he could inhibit the growth of blood vessels to tumors by blocking

a specific integrin. After that, Chereshbegan collaboratingwith Merck on the brain-cancer drug.
Cheresh said he had no idea the peptides sent to him by Merck were covered by Burnham's patents. After the lawsuit

was filed in 1996, Scripps obtained an injunctionto keep his lab open, Cheresh said, and he was ordered not to work on
the peptides.

"Myreaction was shock and disbelief," Cheresh said. "A federal marshal served me with papers; I thought it was a
gag."

"Obviously,there are two sides to the issue," said Cheresh, now a scientist at UC San Diego. ''Hopefully, there will
be some closure on it. II

Supreme Court Expansion OfBolar Amendment Would Hurt Research - Universities

The Washington Fax
April 20, 2005

The SupremeCourt will hear oral arguments April 20 in a case that could have wide-reaching effects on the research
community,universities and research groups argue in an amicus brief.

The brief was submitted in connectionwith a patent dispute between Merck KGaA and Integra Lifesciences. At issue
in the case is the breadth of section 27I(e)(I) - commonly known as the Bolar Amendment - and what research it protects
from patent infringementclaims. (see WashingtonFax 1/11/05a)

Merck KGaA is appealing a Federal CircuitCourt of Appeals decisionthat the Bolar Amendment's "safe harbor"
protectionsdid not extend to the preclinical studies it sponsored. In June 2003, the appeals court had upheld a jury's
verdict that Merck-sponsoredresearch aimed at identifyingdrug candidatesthat would inhibit angiogenesis infringed
Integra patents.

Under the Bolar Amendment, it is not consideredinfringementto make, use or sell a patent invention "solelyfor
uses reasonablyrelated to the developmentand submissionof informationnnder a federal law which regulatesthe
manufacture,use or sale of drugs or veterinary biologicalproducts."

The case has received widespreadattention from the pharmaceutical/biotech, intellectualproperty and research
communities, with approximately 19 amicusbriefs being filed with the high court.

The amici in the universities'brief include: the WisconsinAlumni Research Foundation;the Regents of the
University of California; the American Counsel on Education; Research CorporationTechnologies; the Salk Institute for
Biological Studies;Boston University; the University of Oklahoma; and the University of Alberta.

The groups argue that expandingthe safe harbor section of the Bolar Amendmentto include generalpharmaceutical
research would negate the value of research patents.

"Diminishing or eliminating the value of researchpatents ownedby universities and university-relatedresearch
institutionsvia the section 271(e)(I) safe harbor would thwart the...aims of the Bayh-DoleAct," which allows
universities to patent federally funded inventionsand license the technologies to companies for commercial development,
they argue.

The effect would be to leave "universities without an effective means of protectingtechnology generated from their
research efforts through the patent laws, and substantially[hinder] their ability to commercializethe results of such
research," thebriefargues.

The group also maintainsthat extendingthe safe harbor would likely force universitiesto follow the industry
practice of protecting their discoveriesas trade secrets instead of furtheringthe advancementof scienceby disseminating
their research.

In addition, "effectivepatent protection ensures the continued ability to publish, and share with the public, such
results,"the brief states, noting that publishing is vital for advancement in academics.

"The proposed expansion of the safe harbor risks contravening express Congressional language and intent that
section271(e)(I) interfere only nominallywith the rights of the patent holder," the brief concludes.

"Shouldthe afore-describeddevaluationof drug research patents result from the urged expansion of the section271
(e)(I) safe harbor, the result would be the impairmentof the drug discoveryprocess, as well as the frustration of the
purpose of another section of the Patent Act, the Bayh-DoleAct," the brief adds.
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NIH Delay InImplementing Ethics Rules Called For By Reps. Van Hollen, Davis

The Washington Fax
April 19, 2005

NIH conflict of interest rules should be suspended for 90 days in order to assess the impact the regulations will have on
the agency, Reps. Chris Van Hollen (D-Md.) and Tom Davis (R-Va.) assert in an April 14 letter to NIH Director Elias
Zerhouni, MD.

Van Hollen and Davis praise Zerhouni in the letter for his recent extension of the filing period for financial disclosure
forms but maintain that the action does not address the central problems with the new interim rules. In March, NIH
granted a blanket 90-day extension for submitting financial disclosure forms and exempted clinical research fellows from
stock divestment requirements. (see Washington Fax 3/18/05b)

Van Hollen and Davis express particular concern that the rules will impact recruitment and retention of scientists. "We
believe that the proposed regulations are overbroad and, unless refined, could dangerously undermine the mission of
NIH,II the congressmen state.

The representatives support certain parts of the new rules, the letter notes. The interim final Col regulations, which went
into effect Feb. 3, require many NIH employees to divest financial holdings over $15,000 in pharmaceutical and
biotechnology companies. The rules also prohibit outside consulting and limit speaking arrangements.

The letter asks Zerhouni to immediately suspend the rules to "review and carefully consider the proposals offered by the
Assembly of Scientists and other comments submitted in response to these regulations. " Representatives from Van
Hollen's office have been in touch with the organization's legal counsel, staff member Joan Kleinman said in an interview
April 18.

The Assembly of Scientists represents NIH intramural researchers. They released alternative conflict of interest rules in
March. (see Washington Fax 3/14/2005)

The NIH campus is located in Rep. Van Hollen's district. "Dozens" ofletters from scientists and non-scientists have been
received by the congressman's office, Kleinman said. "The overwhehning majority opposes the rules especially as they
apply to the divestiture requirements," she stated.

The congressmen have asked that the 90-day suspension of the rules be effective immediately, Kleinman said.

Zerhouni told the Senate AppropriationslLabor-HHS Subcommittee April 6 that the stock divestiture rule may have a
"deleterious impact" and are being reevaluated. (see Washington Fax 4/7/05)

Carole

Carole Latker, Ph.D.
Scientific Review Administrator
OSRlNIGMS/NIH
Rm 3AN18F, Bldg. 45
45 Center Drive
Bethesda, Maryland 20892-6200
301-594-2848 (phone)
301-480-8506 (fax)
latkerc@nigms.nih.gov
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Norman Latker
From: Latker, Carole (NIH/NIGMS) [LATKERC@nigms.nih.gov]

Sent: Friday, April 22, 2005 11:20 AM

To: Norman Latker

SUbject: and the saga goes on

NIH Assembly Of Scientists Retain Law Firm To Contest Conflict
Of Interest Rules
The Washington Fax
April 22, 2005

Arent Fox, a Washington, D.C.-based law firm, is seeking to change the HHS interim final conflict of interest rules
on behalf of the NIH Assembly of Scientists, Arent Fox Chairman Marc Fleischaker said in an April 21 interview.

If discussions with NIH fail, the firm is prepared to litigate challenges. The current priority, however, is to find ways
to soften the prohibitions outlined in the conflict of interest regulations, Fleischaker remarked.

Arent Fox filed a petition for review with the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for D.C. earlier in April because there
was a 60-day time limit for mingo

The notification simply serves as a "place-holding" for potential legal proceedings, Assembly of Scientists member
Steve Holland, MD, said in an interview.

Fleischaker said that his firm still is trying to determine whether or not to dismiss the petition, which he explained is
not a "complaint" about the Col regulations, buta "request" forthe court to reviewthem.

The Arent Fox chair declined to comment on how the assembly has paid for the firm's services.
The Assembly of Scientists, a group of intramural tenured and tenure-tracked agency scientists, protested the Col

rules when they were first issued Feb. 3, saying the prohibitions on fmancial holdings and stock ownership will
negatively impact NIH's ability to recruit top-tier scientists. (see Washington Fax 3/4/05a)

The group's complaints apparently are not going unheard. At an April 6 Senate Appropriations subcommittee
hearing, NIH Director Elias Zerhouni, MD, testified that the fmancial holding prohibitions may need to be reevaluated.
(see Washington Fax 417/05)

Rep. Chris Van Hollen (D-Md.), a former Areut Fox partoer, is requesting Zerhouni suspend implement-ation ofthe
regulations for 90 days to better assess their impact on NIH.

Van Hollen sent his first letter to NIH about the Col rules before Arent Fox was retained by the assembly,
Fleischaker said. He also noted that his firm currently is not directly working with the Maryland congressman.

-- Andrew J. Hawkins

Carole

Carole Latker, Ph.D.
Scientific Review Administrator
OSR/NIGMS/NIH
Rm 3AN18F, Bldg. 45
45 Center Drive
Bethesda, Maryland 20892-6200
301-594-2848 (phone)
301-480-8506 (fax)
latkerc@nigms.nih.gov
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Norman Latker
From: Latker, Carole (NIH/NIGMS) [LATKERC@nigms.nih.gov]

Sent: Friday, April 01, 2005 11:09 AM

To: Norman Latker

Subject: The saga goes on.

Deafness Institute Director to Quit Over New NIH Rules
By GRETCHEN VOGEL AND JOCELYN KAISER
Science Now
March 31, 2005

The new conflict of interest rules at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) are driving one institute's director to leave.
James Battey, director of the National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders, told Science today that
he has informed NIH officials that he plans to quit before the rules' provisions concerning investments take effect this
fall.

Battey says he is unable to comply with the new rules--which prohibit senior employees, their spouses, and
dependent children from owning any biomedical stock--because of a family trust fund. "I manage it on behalf of my
whole family, and I can't abandon that responsibility," he says.

Although Battey has not yet resigned, NIH officials have removed him from his post as chair of the NIH Stem Cell
Task Force. Battey says that when he told officials that he was looking for jobs outside NIH, they decided his search
would cause potential conflicts of interest with his role on the task force--set up in 2002 to coordinate and encourage
stem cell research at NIH within the Bush administration's restrictions (Science, 7 March 2003, p. 1509). Indeed, the
California native confirmed that he is "one of many candidates" for a top position at the California Institute for
Regenerative Medicine, which will distribute the state's $3 billion Proposition 71 funding for stem cells and cloning.

Yesterday, the Washington Post reported that puhnonary researcher David Schwartz of Duke University in Chapel
Hill, North Carolina, has said that the new rules were causing him to have second thoughts about taking the hehn at the
National Institute ofEnvironmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) on April II. NIH deputy director Raynard Kington
confirmed that Schwartz recently sent a letter to NIH director Elias Zerhouni describing his concerns, particularly about
the stock rule. Schwartz referred a reporter to NIH, but said in an e-mail that he still plans to come to NIEHS and is
"confident that my concerns canbe addressed."

Schwartz Still On Track To Take Over NIEHS, NIH Deputy
Director Kington Says
By Shirley Haley
The Washington Fax
April 1, 2005

NIH is working through the first test case of its ability to recruit research superstars under rigorous new conflict of
interest regulations the agency implemented Feb. 3.

Issues raised by David Schwartz, MD, who is in line to replace Ken Olden, PhD, as director of the National Institute
of Environmental Health Sciences, are being resolved, an agency official said.

"It's always a complicated process recruiting senior employees [and] this was a little bit more complicated than usual
because the new regulations were implemented in the middle of his recruitment," NIH Deputy Director Raynard Kington,
MDlPhD, explained in an interview.

Schwartz raised concerns about the regulations in a letter to NIH Director Elias Zerhouni, MD.
"We will try to respond as quickly as possible and try to do the things we have to do...to maintain the public's trust

while retaining our ability to recruit and retain the best scieutists. And we think [Schwartz] is one ofthe best scientists
outthere, II Kington said.

The NIH deputy director declined to go into detail about the specific issues raised by Schwartz, commenting only
that NIH "has every expectation that he will assume the position ofNIEHS director." Schwartz was tentatively set to take
over at NIEHS April II.

When contacted at Duke University, where he currently is director of the Pulmonary, Allergy and Critical Care
Division and vice chair of research in the Department of Medicine, Schwartz deferred comment to NIH.
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Acknowledging NIH is "going through a difficult transition stage," as it implements the "complicated" new
regulations, Kington nevertheless defended the new level of oversight. "We did have conflict of interest" not just the
perception of conflict, and we have an obligation to the public to be an unimpeachable source ofinformation, he stressed

Kington said the agency is striving to implement the regnlations in a way that is "reasonable and fair" while also
serving the public by recruiting and retaining the best scientists on its behalf.

HHS made a commitment from the beginning in the preamble to the new regulations that "within a year there would
be a review ofparticularly the outside consulting and the prohibited holdings components ofthe regulations," he said.
(see Washington Fax 2/2/05)

Adjustments already have been made within the confines ofthe current interim final rule, Kington pointed out. On
March 15, a memo went out from the NIH deputy director's office armouncing a blanket extension on reporting and
divesting prohibited fmancial holdings and that research fellows would be exempt from the prohibited holdings rules.
(see Washington Fax 3/18/05b)

Kington said Schwartz plans to move his lab and ongoing research to the NIEHS campus in Research Triangle Park,
N.C., which means his scientific team also must make the adjustment from "the extramural world to an intramural
setting."

It is not unusual for a senior-level recruit who has an existing lab at a university to want to maintain an active role as
a scientist, Kington said. "Many people find that's essential for keeping up with science."

NIEHS' FY 2005 appropriation was for $645 mil. The institute's FY 2006 request is for $648 mil. Along with
NIEHS, Schwartz is slated to assume leadership of the National Toxicology Program, which among other duties
publishes the federal Report on Carcinogens.

Outside Evaluation OfNIH Conflict OfInterest Reg Impact Called
For ByFASEB
By Andrew J Hawkins
The Washington Fax
April 1, 2005

An agency-wide, independently conducted evaluation of the impact of the recently implemented NIH conflict of interest
regulations is recommended by the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology.

Incomments to the HHS Office of General Counsel on the interim final rule published in the Feb. 3 Federal Register,
FASEB President Paul Kincade, PhD, urges the office to conduct an analysis of NIH hiring and retention in the wake of
the rules that prohibit outside activities with industry and most fmancial holdings in drug and biotechnology companies.

"The implementation of the rule without due process has had immediate negative effects on the agency and its
scientists," Kincade contends. "The fmal regulations should be carefully considered and rigorously monitored to assess
bothnegativeandpositiveconsequences. II

FASEB worries that far-reaching repercussions of the Col rules will affect NIH's ability to remain competitive in the
market for biomedical talent, a concern that was echoed by intramural scientists at a February NIH town hall meeting.
(see Washington Fax 2/3/05)

In addition to analyzing the regulation's effects on recruitment and retention, Kincade suggests the agency adhere to
a NIH Blue Ribbon Panel on Conflict of Interest Policies recommendation to publish an "annual agency-wide statistical
report of the nmnber and types of outside activities approved for its employees." (see Washington Fax 5/7/04)

FASEB's other recommendations for changes in the regulations mirror those of the NIH Assembly of Scientists,
whose alternative Col rules propose lifting restrictions on owning stock for most employees. (see Washington Fax
3/14/05)

The Col regulations are not appropriately aligned with risk ofconflict and therefore fail to protect the integrity of
NIH, Kincade maintains. "The provisions limit, without corresponding gain in protection from conflicts of interest, the
ability ofNIH scientists to engage in critically important teaching and professional activity."

FASEB is the largest coalition of biomedical research associations in the U.S., and a prime constituency is NIH
scientists. Over 1,000 agency employees are members ofFASEB, Kincade notes.

The Col regulations, which went into effect Feb. 3, require all NIH employees to divest stock and fmancial holdings
in biomedical companies, although non-senior employees are allowed a $15,000 investment cap. NIH recently granted a
blanket extension for divestitures, allowing employees until July to submit fmancial disclosure reports. The agency also
exempted clinical fellows and trainees from the regulations. (see Washington Fax 2/2/05, 3/18/05b)
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Norman Latker
From: Latker, Carole (NIH/NIGMS) [LATKERC@nigms.nih.gov]

Sent: Monday, April 04, 2005 11 :39 AM
To: Norman Latker
SUbject: COl

May be some hope

NIH Conflict OfInterest Rules "Over-Regulate" Employees,
AAMC Says
The Washington Fax
Apri14,2005

The HHS interim fmal conflict of interest regulations, directly largely at employees of NIH, create "sharp restrictions
and absolute prohibitions" that amount to an overly regulated environment for researchers and scientists, the Association
of American Medical Colleges charges March 31.

In the group's comments on the supplemental ethics rules, formally titled "Supplemental Standards of Ethical
Conduct and Financial Disclosure Requirements for Employees of the Department of Health and Human Services,"
AAMC President Jordan Cohen, MD, criticizes the department for extending the restrictions throughout the ranks ofNIH
employees without focusing on those positions that have influence over agency decisions, programs and activities.

AAMC, which represents 126 medical schools and 94 academic and professional societies representing 109,000
faculty members, "strongly endorses the responsible regulation ofNIH employees through the promulgation and
effective enforcement of unambiguous ethical standards." The HHS interim rules, however, do not meet these standards,
Cohen asserts.

''Necessary efforts to avoid conflicts of interest must not prevent NIH scientists from engaging in legitimate activities
that are beneficial to the scientists, NIH, biomedical science and the broader public, when the activities are not
realistically associated with risk of conflicts ofinlerest," Cohen maintains.

"Rank and file" employees should not be subject to the same rules prohibiting fmancial interests. Instead, these
employees and others who are not in policy-making positions should be subject to modified regulations more
proportionate to their risk, Cohen says.

The ethics regulations went into effect Feb. 3. NIH employees recently were granted a blanket extension on the
deadline to submit their fmancial disclosure reports and divest fmancial interests in biotechnology or drug firms. (see
Washington Fax 2/2/05, 3/18/05b)

AAMC suggests tailoring the regulations restricting outside relations and fmancial interests to the different roles
employees ofNIH fill. Modifying the rules to accommodate better the diversity of NIH employees would lift some of the
burdens on those in less influential positions, Cohen states.

Amending the rules to allow NIH employees to engage in outside activities on behalf of academic and professional
societies also should be considered, Cohen recommends. AAMC suggests exempting "single presentations by guest
lecturers" from the list of prohibited activities. Currently, only multiple lectures that are part of an established curriculum
are exempted.

AAMC's comments were not entirely critical ofthe interim rules. The organization applauds NIH for quickly taking
steps to evaluate the impact of the interim rules on its ability to recruit and retain top-tier scientists.

"We encourage NIH to move forward with a plan to evaluate effects on hiring, retention, quality of science and
technology transfer resulting from the interim standards," Cohen declares. "HHS and NIH must take action promptly to
interdict negative effects by appropriate modifications of the interim rules over both the short- and longer-terms."

AAMC is not alone in its dissatisfaction with the conflict of interest regulations. The Federation of American
Societies for Experimental Biology issued comments on the interim rules that in many ways mirror those submitted by
AAMC. (see Washington Fax 4/1105a)

Like FASEB, AAMC urges the agency to carefully consider all comments received on the interim rules to ensure
appropriate revisions and "diligent implementation."

-- Andrew J. Hawkins
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Norman Latker
From: Latker, Carole (NIH/NIGMS) [LATKERC@nigms.nih.gov]

Sent: Friday, April 08,20054:50 PM

To: Norman Latker

Subject: FYI

He is getting lots of flack.

NIH Considers Relaxing Ethics Standards to Retain Scientists
BERNARD WYSOCKI JR StajfReporter a/THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
The Wall Street Journal; Page A4
April 8, 2005

WASHINGTON -- The director of the National Institutes of Health, facing defections of senior scientists over tough
new ethics standards, is considering softening the most onerous rules. Elias Zerhouni, testifying before a Senate
subcommittee this week, said restrictions on stock ownership have alienated NIH employees, led to the resignations of
high-level administrators and delayed the appointment of a new NIH official. The rules, announced in February, would
prohibit or restrict NIH employees from holding stock in drug or medical companies, forcing them to divest.

"That part of the rule, frankly, is the one I think we need to re-evaluate very quickly," Dr. Zerhouni told the Senate
panel. He said Health and Human Services Secretary Mike Leavitt had agreed to delay putting that part ofthe ethics
guidelines into effect. Dr. Zerhouni said he is in active talks with HHS on the issue.

Dr. Zerhouni's softening stance was cheered by a group ofNIH scientists who have been rallying support within NIH
for a revision of the rules. "We're thrilled" by the latest tum of events, said Cynthia Dunbar, one of the leaders of the
group, called the Assembly of Scientists.

In his testimony, Dr. Zerhouni reiterated his strong support for the new rules' ban on consulting with any drug,
biotech or medical devices company, or any institution that does substantial business with NIH. The ban covers all
18,000 NIH employees.

The new rules were announced after disclosures in late 2003 and 2004 that some NIH scientists and administrators
enjoyed lucrative consulting arrangements with industry, or accepted honoraria. Embarrassed and seeking to restore the
agency's image as a bastion of integrity and the crown jewel of U.s. research, Dr. Zerhouni proposed increasingly tough
rules.

The standards announced in February, however, were tougher and more sweeping than earlier versions, and were
crafted in part by HHS and the Office ofGovernment Ethics, which oversees ethics in the executive branch.

Yesterday Dr. Zerhouni faced a far more sympathetic group of lawmakers, several of whom thought the rules went
too far. Among them were Sens, Arlen Specter (R, Pa.) a longtime NIH backer, and Tom Harkin (D., Iowa). At one
point in the hearing, Sen. Harkin said to Dr. Zerhouni, "I think you're doing a great job in leading the institution, but I
must chastise you. These are too onerous. They've got to be redone, and they've got to be redone soon, before you start
losing more people out of there."

Carole

Carole Latker, Ph.D.
Scientific Review Administrator
OSR/NIGMS/NIH
Rm 3AN18F, Bldg. 45
45 Center Drive
Bethesda, Maryland 20892-6200
301-594-2848 (phone)
301-480-8506 (fax)
latkerc@nigms.nih.gov
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Norman Latker
From: Latker, Carole (NIH/NIGMS) [LATKERC@nigms.nih.gov]

Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2005 4:30 PM

To: Norman Latker
Subject: all the chatter, but no results

Pressure Is Building on NIH to Reconsider Conflict Rules
By Rick Weiss
TheWashington Post
Sunday, April 17,2005

Two members ofCongress have asked National Institutes of Health Director Elias A. Zerhouni to delay for 90 days
the implementation of controversial new rules that aim to minimize conflicts of interest among NIH scientists.

The request to place the pending rules on hold, faxed to Zerhouni late last week by Reps. Chris Vao Hollen (D-Md.)
aod Thomas M. Davis III (R-Va.), echoes a similar bipartisan call by senators who recently told Zerhouni that the
proposed rules, while well intentioned, "go overboard."

The letter arrived as yet aoother prominent NIH scientist let it be known he would resign: Arthur J. Atkinson Jr., a
clinical pharmacologist who advises the director of the agency's newly expaoded $635 million clinical research center.
Atkinson, 67, had been considering retirement, but the looming rule chaoges precipitated his decision, sources said.

Among other chaoges, the new rules will require thousaods ofNIH employees aod their spouses to divest all stock
holdings in medical aod biotechnology companies -- a move that maoy employees have said will place them in serious
economic jeopardy, especially given the market's current slump.

"Our concern centers around the likelihood that the regulations in their current form will seriously erode the ability
to recruit aod retain scientists aod medical professionals," wrote Davis aod Van Hollen, whose Maryland district includes
the NIH's Bethesda campus. "We urge you to immediately suspend the new regulations for 90 days until you have had
time to fully assess the impact these regulations will have on NIH. "

Zerhouni announced the new rules in February after learning that some NIH scientists had not properly disclosed
consulting arraogements with drug aod biotechnology compaoies. The chaoges were negotiated with the Department of
Health aod Human Services aod the Office of Government Ethics.

The new rules bao all biomedical compaoy consulting; severely restrict other paid aod unpaid outside professional
activities; and place strict limits on -- aod, for thousaods of employees, totally bao -- ownership of biomedical compaoy
stocks.

Last week, in ao e-mail that drew a fresh round of groaos from NIH scientists, some research leaders were advised to
file formal "outside activity" requests for every scientific journal for which they occasionally review article submissions
- a routine, unpaid professional activity not previously subject to oversight.

The stock rules, which have been most divisive, were delayed for 90 days in early April by HHS Secretary Mike
Leavitt aod are now set to take effect July 3.

A handful of scientists, including one institute director, have already said they will depart because of the new rules.
A Duke University researcher selected last fall to direct the agency's enviroumental science institute also recently told
Zerhouni he was reconsidering that appointroent, which was to begin this month, in light of the chaoges.

On April 6, the two ranking members of the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Labor, Health, Humao Services
aod Education -- Sens. Arlen Specter (R-Pa.) aod Tom Harkin (D-Iowa) -- criticized Zerhouni about the chaoges.

"These are too onerous. They've got to be redone, aod they've got to be redone soon before you start losing more
people out of there," Harkin said to Zerhouni after relating a story of ao NIH scientist who was leaving the agency
because the divestiture rule would gut the nest egg she'd saved for her retirement aod for her child's college education. "I
mean, sometimes we tend to see a conflict of interest and we go overboard," Harkin said, "and I think we've gone
overboard here."

Zerhouni has recently begun to emphasize in his comments that he is not personally responsible or even supportive
of the divestiture rules, which are virtually the same as those in place for regulatory scientists at the Food aod Drug
Administration. "I'm as concerned as you are," he told Harkin at the hearing. "That part ofthe rule, frankly, is the one
that I think we need to reevaluate very quickly."

In a brief interview yesterday, Zerhouni said the rule chaoges are still "a work in progress" aod noted that "nobody
has been asked to divest aoything yet. " He said Leavitt has been "very responsive and is very concerned that we end up
with a fair aod balaoced rule that protects the public trust while not creating ao undue burden on our employees."

4.28.05
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Atkinson, the latest to depart from NIH, could not be reached for comment yesterday. In addition to his advisory
duties at the clinical center, he has been serving as director of the clinical pharmacology research associate training
program -- a role that won him plaudits from PhDs for his teaching abilities.

In 2000, he was named a "master" in clinical pharmacology by the American College ofPhysicians-American
Society of Internal Medicine, "for his distinguished contributions to internal medicine." In 2003, he was the recipient ofa
distinguished service award from the American Society for Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics, of which he once
served as president.

Staff researcher Meg Smith contributed to this report

Carole

Carole Latker, Ph.D.
Scientific Review Administrator
OSR/NIGMS/NIH
Rm 3AN18F, Bldg. 45
45 Center Drive
Bethesda, Maryland 20892-6200
301-594-2848 (phone)
301-480-8506 (fax)
latkerc@nigms.nih.gov
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Norman Latker
From: Latker, Carole (NIH/NIGMS) [LATKERC@nigms.nih.gov]

Sent: Friday, May 13, 2005 10:58 AM

To: Norman Latker

SUbject: FYI

HHS Conflict Of Interest Regulations May Go Against Earlier
Tech Transfer Laws
The Washington Fax
May 13, 2005

Conflict ofinterest regulations at issue now at the National Institutes of Health are at the very least in violation of the
intent and spirit of the 1986 Federal Technology Transfer Act, if not the law itself, maintains Norman Latker, a chief
drafter ofthe legislation.

Latker was the agency's first patent counsel in the early 1960s. He then became the Patent Counsel for the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, as the Department of Health and Human Services was then known. In
1980, he became director of Federal Technology Policy; his offIce was then located in the Department of Commerce.

In a interview, Latker cited as one possible HHS violation of the Tech Transfer Act (PL 99-502) taking the hands-on
decision making, oversight and enforcement of the ethics regulations away from the level of NIH administrators and
moving it to the department level or, higher, to the Office of Government Ethics. (see Washington Fax 4/20/05)

The April 10, 1987 Executive Order (#12591) implementing the act directs the heads of executive departments and
agencies to delegate authority to their government-owned, government-operated federal laboratories to "enter into
cooperative research anddevelopment agreements" with other entities, including universities andprivate industry, and
apparently delegates the authority to carry out all the business those agreements would entail, Lalker explained.

On the level of individual conflicts, Lalker said that under Section 12 of the law, oversight clearly is the
responsibility of the agency, which, according to the law, "shall review employee standards of conduct for resolving
potential conflict of interests to make sure they adequately establish guidelines for situations likely to arise through the
use of the authority."

Latker argues that "it was not the employees at fault, but rather the NIH management was at fault" in the events that
precipitated the current crackdown. NIH hadneither "adequate processesandprocedures, nOT:review committees and
other safeguards in place to avoid conflict of interest situations."

He made it clear he was addressing only those Col regulations that relate to consulting arrangements between
industry and NIH investigators where the effort is to attempt to further capitalize on an investigator's NIH research.

In a 2004 interview, NIH Deputy Director for Intramural Research Michael Gottesman spoke of the importance of
those "cross-fertilizing" interactions to scientific productivity and progress, (see Washington Fax 6/21/04)

It is the responsibility of government scientists and engineers under the law to engage in technology transfer, Latker
stressed. Under Section 4, "Utilization of federal Technology,' (2), the law states, "Technology transfer, consistent with
mission responsibilities, is a responsibility of each laboratory science and engineering professional."

Further, under the law, their advancement should depend on how well they carry out that responsibility. "Under (3),
each laboratory director shall ensure that efforts to transfer technology are considered positively in laboratory job
descriptions, employee promotion policies and evaluation of the job performance of scientists and engineers. in the
laboratory."

Relating to the point in the current Col discussion that it is a violation of a criminal statue for an employee to receive
payment for activities directly related to what they are being paid to do by the federal government, Latker insists that is
"just not true." In fact, their tech transfer activities should be rewarded.

He referred Washington Fax to the act's implementing law, 15 USC 3710b Sec 13, on "Rewards for Scientific,
Engineering, andTechnical Personnel of Federal Agencies."

There it states that the heads offederal agencies with government-operated laboratories that spend more than $50
million per fiscal year on research and development "shall use the appropriate statutory authority to develop and
implement a cash award program to reward its scientific, engineering, and technical personnel for:

(I) inventions, innovations, or other outstanding scientific or technological contributions of value to the United
States due to commercial application or due to contributions to missions ofthe Federal agency or the Federal
government, or

(2) exemplary activities that promote the domestic transfer of science and technology development within the
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Federal Government and result in utilization of such science and technology by American industry or business,
universities, State or local governments, or other non-Federal parties."

"It is obvious that if the government is entering into technology transfer relationships, that consulting by the
employee/innovator of the technology must be involved. It would be necessary to the arrangement that the
employee/innovator should be compensated for their efforts in commercializing the technology," Latker said.

"The Technology Transfer Act recognizes the need to compensate the employee/innovator under its Enumerated
Authority section, which reads '(4) to the extent consistent with any applicable agency requirements and standards of
conduct, permit employees or former employees of the laboratory to participate in efforts to commercialize inventions
they made while in the service of the united States," he argued.

If royalty income to the agency is involved, 15 USC 3710c calls for federal agencies to pay at least 15% off the top
ofany agreement to the inventor or inventors, again, in effect, providing payment to employees for their work beyond
their salaries.

"There is nothing in the act that would preclude the employee/innovator from being compensated for involvement in
the commercialization of his efforts, including consulting arrangements," Latker asserted.

Latker said that in his view the current approach to NIH employee consulting arrangements throws technology
transfer "back 35 years to a program that didn't work and had to be corrected."

Latker said, "In the 70s it became clear, to the Congress especially, that despite the money they were putting into
research and development, technology was not being transferred to the good of the public. The transfer of technology
was going nowhere."

"There were requests from off of the Hill [asking Congress] 'what are you doing to assure that this R&D money is
going to benefit the public?" Congress then asked the federal agencies what they were doing to transfer technology to the
public good, Latker explained.

"The agency would then come back and say, 'There were 5,000 different publications of what investigators were
doing and a couple of speeches here and there.' This was how the agencies responded to questions about transferring
technology."

Latker said that "Congress next said, 'We are disappointed in this kind of report. We aren't interested in publications.
We want to know what you are specifically doing with all this R&D spending to benefit the public."

At that time, Latker was at NIH. He said, "To me a lot of failure was due to scientists back then who preferred to
perform in an ivory tower environment. And there will always be scientists who prefer this situation. They just want to be
paid to do their research and make their publications."

"But" Latker said, "there is an extraordinary amount of evidence that this kind of effort doesn't bring results to the
marketplace. It is the inner relationships between [NIH researchers and industry] that does bring the results to the
marketplace. "

Latker lamented, "I spent my whole professional life developing this stuff and to see an Administration come in 35
years after the fact, especially a Republican Administration that you would think would have enough sense to understand
the relationships that are necessary to bring technology to the marketplace... How in the world they ever got down this
path is almost beyond me. But I do know it was the articles in the Los Angeles Times."

"I read those Los Angeles Times articles, and to my mind they were mean spirited in the sense they never mentioned
the benefits that emerged from all this stuff. And, they found a few extreme problems. But the other ones were basically
complaining about the fact that a person earned money. Further, pursuing something in my mind is not a conflict because
in technology transfer that is what you would want the person to do."

Allegations of improper ties between NIH researchers and industry leveled by the L.A. Times led Director Elias
Zerhouni, MD, to convene a blue ribbon panel to reexamine the agency's ethics rules. (see Washington Fax 12/10/03)

The articles focused on scientists who, while ranking officials at NIH, allegedly collected consulting fees and stock
options from biomedical companies. The arrangements reportedly were kept from the public.

It was the incentives given by technology transfer laws to the science and engineering people that made technology
transfer work. It was the passage ofthe Bay-Dole Act in 1980, the Technology Transfer Act of 1986 and several others
that got rid of the terrible problem stopping technology transfer in the 1960s and 1970s, Latker said.

What should happen next to resolve the NIH Col issue? Latker said, "For more than three decades the university
community and private industry have worked well in transferring technology. Find out what they are doing and do it."

-- Bradie Metheny

Carole
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Carole Latker, Ph.D.
Scientific Review Administrator
OSR/NIGMS/NIH
Rm 3AN18F, Bldg. 45
45 Center Drive
Bethesda, Maryland 20892-6200
301-594-2848 (phone)
301-480-8506 (fax)
latkerc@nigms.nih.gov
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Conflict of Interest

March 7, 1984
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OFFICE OF TfiE CHANCELLOR
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90024
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In May of 1982, new policies were implemented by the University in
compliance with regulations of the California Fair Political Practices
Commission. The full nature of the policy and its implementation should be
evident from material enclosed.

The enclosed materials constitute the majority of our written policy
information in each area. Since these enclosures do not specifically discuss
practices or experiences illustrated by the hypothetical situations
described, some additional information related to the two areas under study
may be useful.

An Independent Substantive Review Committee ("ISRC") formed in
accordance with FPPC regulations has functioned for nearly two years to
review the propriety of the University's acceptance of grants, contracts, or
gifts, from non-governmental entities in which the principal investigator has
a financial interest. We have had a few situations similar to the
hypothetical situation described and information on the resolution of two of
them may be helpful to other Universities.

This mater~al responds to AAU's request for information dated January
10, 1984. We are pleased to provide AAU with information on UCLA's policies
and practices with industry. In an effort to expedite Clearinghouse analysis
of our response, we have screened policy documents and other materials to
provide excerpts relevant to the initial two areas under study. However, if
any of the documents referenced are desired in their entirety, we will gladly
provide them.

Dear April:

April Lewis Burke, Esq.
Director of the Clearinghouse on

University-Industry Relations
Association of American Universities
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 730
Washington, D.C. 20036

BERKELEY' DAVIS • IR\'l:-.'E • LOS ANGELES • RIVERSIDE • SA;.i DIEGO • SA~ FRANCISCO
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April Lewis Burke 2 March 5, 1984

Over the past two years, approximately 3% of disclosures of financial
interests were "positive" and were therefore reviewed by the ISRC. Only in
one case, did the ISRC recommend that an ongoing project be ended because the
agreement and the conduct of the work was inconsistent with the University's
policies dealing with conflict of interest. The letters enclosed dated March
4, 1983 and March 31, 1983 convey in detail, the reasons for the Committee's
recommendations and the final determination in the matter. The
correspondence has, however, been modified to eliminate identification of the
faculty member and the company.

I will summarize a second situation which may also be of interest. A
faculty member had disclosed a consulting agreement with the company under
which he was to receive a consulting fee of $10,000 per year, $12,000 per
year for any renewal periods, and under which he had also received an option
to acquire 5,000 shares of company stock at a specified price per share. A
research agreement was proposed between the company and the University for
support of a project in the faculty member's University laboratory.

In this case, the ISRC found that the research agreement did not pose a
conflict of interest and that the faculty member's acceptance of a consulting
fee also did not constitute a conflict of interest. The fee was determined
to be consideration for services provided by the faculty member and such
service was distinct from the work proposed under the research agreement.
The ISRC further found that the stock option did not constitute a conflict of
interest, but was consideration for the consulting services provided by the
faculty and therefore no different in principle from a cash payment. The
ISRC found no evidence that the faculty's financial interest in the company
would cause him to use University resources to further his own financial
interests rather than to engage in impartial research for expanding
scientific knowledge.

In the course of ISRC review of this case, however, the consulting
agreement between the company and the faculty member was examined and found
to contain some provisions which were contrary to University policy
(particularly in regard to intellectual property) and were also in conflict
with the research agreement. Accordingly, the University requested, and the
company and the faculty member agreed, to revise their agreement to bring it
into conformance with University policy and to make it consistent with the
research agreement. University officers participated in redrafting a new
consulting agreement to assure consistency with University policy.

One last matter should be noted regarding requested information in this
area. Our policies do not require University review, approval, or retention
of individual faculty contracts for consulting with outside entities. The
One situation described above was atypical. Accordingly, no individual
consulting agreements with industry are provided.

Publication Delay

In our experience, the freedom to publish has never been an issue which,
by itself, has prevented any agreement with industry. Most firms we have
worked with can, and do, accept the basic tenet of ope~ness and the right of
publication by the University.



CONFLICT OF INTEREST

In addition to these two policies, it should be noted that the general
discussion of Consulting Activities and Conflicts of Interests at Index Tab
I, in its last paragraph, requires that faculty and administrative staff
E!ngaged in consulting report their activities to the Provost or the Vice
PreSident (now Chancellor) for Health Affairs with a copy to the
llppropriate department chairman. Thus, while the consulting conflict

The second policy, a copy of which is attached at Index Tab 3, focuses
em contractual relationships between the University and outside business
interests in which faculty or staff· members, or members of their families,
are associated. For example, several members of our faculty have
l!stabtished computer supply or service businesses as family enterprises.
Should these businesses contemplate selling goods or services to the
University, this policy would apply.

TEl.EPHONe: 919 - 684-3955

~ttJu1ltttintfflft!
OURHAM

NORTH CAROLINA
27706

May 25, 1984
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Duke has two specific conflict of interest policies in effect, both of
which are discussed and set forth in the University's Faculty Handbook. A
general discussion of the policies is included in that section of the
Handbook dealing with "Professional Affairs of the Faculty." A copy of
that discussion is attached to this letter at Index Tab 1. The policies
themselves address two different concerns. The first policy is the Joint
Statement of the American Council on Education and the Council of the
American Association of University Professors on Preventing Conflict of
Interest in Government- Sponsored Research, a copy of which is attached at
Index Tab 2. This policy focuses primarily on problems that may develop as
a result of faculty members I outside financial or consulting interests as
they relate to their participation in government-sponsored University
research.

Dear Ms. Burke:

I am writing in response to Robert Rosenzweig's letter to President
Terry Sanford, dated March 20, 1984. In that letter and the attached
request memorandum we were asked to provide information concerning Duke
University's activities with industrial sponsors of research. The two
particular areas of interest were (a) conflict of interest and (b) delay of
publication. Our policies and practices in these areas are as follows:

April Lewis Burke, Esq.
Director of the Clearinghouse on

University-Industry Relations
Association of American Universities
(me Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 730
Washington, D.C. 20036
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of interest policy set forth at Index Tab 2 is limited to conflicts of
int:erest in government-sponsored research, this general reporting requirement
applies across the board and serves as some protection against conflicts of
interest in industry-sponsored research.

Q!g,AY OF PUBLICATION

While Duke does not have a specific written policy on delaying
publication at the request of an industrial sponsor, we do try to adhere to a
maximum three month guideline designed to allow the appropriate implementation
of legal protection for proprietary information. This three month gUideline
is based on analogous provisions in the University's "Policy on Inventions,
Patents and Technology Transfer," published in the Faculty Handbook a copy of
wM.ch is attached at Index Tab 4. tinder Section V.C. of that policy (Index
Tab 5), "Inventions resulting from research or other work conducted by
University employees in whole or in part on University time or with
significant use of University funds or facilities shall be considered the
proper ny of the University." In order to both protect the University's
interests under this section, and to assist our researchers in protecting
t hedr own interests, we have included two items in the policy. The first is
an informational statement included as Article VII as follows:

"Inventors shall be aware that publication prior to the
filing of a U.S. Patent Application is a bar to the
grant of certain foreign patents and can bar the grant
of a U.S. patent if it occurred a year earlier than the
filing date." (Index Tab 6)

ThE! second item is an interpretation of this Article VII statement (Index Tab
7)" which grants the University the right to delay publication for a short
period of time in order to perfect patent rights. In no event will this delay
be longer than three months.

Based on the fact that the University itself cannot ask an inventor to
delay publication more than three months, we do not feel that an industrial
sponsor should be able to obtain a longer delay. While we zealously protect
the right to publish in all of our agreements, we feel that this three month
period is a reasonable compromise. In order to demonstrate how this has
worked in practice, we have attached a copy of a publication clause from one
of our recent agreements as Index Tab 8.

We hope that this material will 'prove helpful to you. If you have any
qUE,stions,or if we can do anything further to assist, please contact us at
your convenience.

r;;;~~~
Associate University Counsel

MNW:mem



A Joint Statement of
The Council of the American Association of University Professors

and
The American Council on Education

Appendix 0
...·eventing (Mnmets or Interest

in Gove.......ent-Sponsored Researeh
at Universities

0·1 12/82

the private firm in which the staffmember has the
interest without disclosure of such interest;

3. Transmission to the private firm or other use for
personal gain of government-sponsored work
products, results, materials, records, or informa
tion that are not made generally available (this
would not necessarily preclude appropriate
licensing arrangements for inventions, or consult
ing on the basis of government-sponsored research
results where there is significant additional work
by the staffmember independentofhis government
sponsored research);

4. Use for personal gain or other unauthorized use of
privileged information acquired in connection
with the staff member's government-sponsored
activities. (The term privileged information
includes, but is not limited to, medical, personnel,
or security records of individuals; anticipated
material requirements or price actions; possible
new sites for government operations; and knowl
edge of forthcoming programs or of selection of
contractors or subcontractors in advance of official
announcements);

5. Negotiation or influence upon the negotiation of
contracts relating to the staff member's govern
ment-sponsored research between the university
and private organizations with which he has
consulting or other significant relationships;

6. Acceptance of gratuities or special favors from
private organizations with which the university
does or may conduct business in connection with a
government-sponsored research project, or exten- .
sion of gratuities or special favors to employees of
the sponsoring government agency, under circum- .
stances which might reasonably be interpreted as
an attempt to influence the recipients in the
conduct of their duties,

B. Distribution of Effort. There are competing
demands on the energies of a faculty member (for
example, research, teaching, committee work, outside
consulting). The way in which he divides his effort
among these various functions does not raise ethical
questions unless the government agency supporting his
research is misled in its understanding ofthe amount of
intellectual effort he is actually devoting to the research

The increasingly necessary and complex relationships
among universities, government, and industry call for
more intensive attention to standards ofprocedure and
conduct in government-sponsored research. The
clarification and application of such standards must be
designed to serve the purposes and needs of the projects
and the public interest involved in them and to protect
the integrity ofthe cooperating institutions as agencies
of higher education.

The government and institutions of higher education,
as the contracting parties, have an obligation tosee that
adequate standards and procedures are developed and
applied; to inform one another of their respective
requirements: and to assure that all individuals
participating on theirrespective behalfs are informed of
and apply the standards and procedures that are so
developed

Consulting relationships between university staff
members and industry serve the interests of research
and education in the university. Likewise, the transfer
of technical knowledge and skill from the university to
industry contributes to technological advance. Such
relationships are desirable, but certain potential
hazards should be recognized.

I. Conflict Situations

A. Favoring of Outside Interests. When a
university staff member (administrator, faculty
member, professional staff member, or employee)
undertaking or engaging in government-sponsored
work has .a significant financial interest in or a
consulting' arrangement with. a private business
concern, it is important to avoid actual or apparent
conflicts of interest between his government-sponsored
univeraity research obligations and his outside
interests and other obligations. Situations in or from
which conflicts of interest may arise are the:

1. Undertaking or orientation of the staff member's
university research to serve the research or other
needs of the private firm without disclosure of such
undertaking or orientation to the university and to
the sponsoring agency;

2. Purchase of major equipment, instruments, ma
terials, or other items for university research from

.1
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in question. A system of precise time accounting is
incompatible with the inherent character of the work of
a faculty member, since the various functions he
performs are closely interrelated and do not conform to
any meaningful division of a standard work week. On
the other hand, if the research agreement contemplates
that a staff member will devote a certain fraction of his
effort to the government-sponsored research, or he
agrees to assume responsibility in relation to such
research, a demonstrable relationship between the
indicated effort or responsibility and the actual extent
of his involvement is to be expected. Each university,
therefore, should-through joint consultation of
administration and faculty-develop procedures to
assure that proposals are responsibly made and
complied with.

C. Consulting for Government Agencies or
Their Contractors. When the staff member engaged
in government-sponsored research also serves as a
consultant to a federal agency, his conduct is subject to
the provisions of the Conflict of Interest Statutes (18
U.S.C. 202-209 as amended) and the President's
memorandum of May 2, 1963, Preventing Conflicts of
Interest on the Part of Special Government Employees.
When he consults for one or more government
contractors, or prospective contractors, in the same
technical field as his research project, care must be
taken to avoid giving advice that may beof questionable
objectivity because of its possible bearing on his other
interests. In undertaking and performing consulting
services, he should make full disclosure ofsuch interests
to the university and to the contractor insofar as they
may appear to relate to the work at the university or for
the contractor. Conflict of interest problems could arise,
for example, in the participation ofa staffmember of the
university in an evaluation for the government agency
or its contractor of some technical aspect of the work of
another organization with which he has a consultingor
employment relationship or a significant financial
interest, or in an evaluation of a competitor to such
other organization.

II. University Responsibility

Each university participating in government
sponsored research should make known to the sponsor
ing government agencies:

A. The steps it is taking to assure an understanding
.on the part of the university administration and staff
members of the possible. conflicts of interest or other.

. problems that may develop in the foregoing types of
situations, and

B. The organizational and administrative actions it
has taken or is taking to avoid such problems,
including:
I. Accounting procedures to be used to assure that

government funds are expended for the purposes
for which they have been provided, and that all
services which are required in return for these
funds are supplied;

2. Procedures that enable it to be aware of the outside
professional work of staff members participating
in government-sponsored research, if such outside

work relates in any way to the government.
sponsored research;

3. The formulation of standards to guide the
individual university staff members in governing
their conduct in relation to outside interests that
raise questions of conflicts of interest; and

4. The provision within the university of an infonned
source of advice and guidance to its staffmembers
for advance consultation on questions they wish to
raise concerning the problems that mayor do
develop as a result of their outside financial or
consulting interests, as they relate to their
participation in government-sponsored university
research. The university may wish to discuss such
problems with the contracting officer or other
appropriate government official in those cases that
appear to raise questions regarding conflicts of
interest.

The above process of disclosure and consultation is
the obligation assumed by the university when it
accepts government funds for research. The process
must, ofcourse, be carried out in a manner that does not
infringe on the legitimate freedoms and flexibility of
action of the university and its staffmembers that have
traditionally characterized a university. It is desirable
that standards and procedures of the kind discussed be
formulated and administered by members of the
university community themselves, through their joint
initiative and responsibility, for it is they who are the
best judges of the conditions which can most effectively
stimulate the search for knowledge and preserve the
requirements of academic freedom. Experience indicates
that such standards and procedures should be developed
and specified by joint administrative-faculty action.

0-& 12/82
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INDIRECT COST RECOVERY ON GRANTS
AND CONTRACTS FUNDED BY THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Direct costs of federally sponsored grants and
contracts include the salaries and wages of personnel
working on these projects, the cost of supplies and
materials they consume, and other expenses such as
travel and equipment that are required for the projects
undertaken. In addition to these direct costs, however,
the University incurs a significant number of indirect
costs which are required to support these projects. These
indirect, or support, costs cannot be related precisely to
any individual grant or contract in that they include
such items as: (1) the coat of cleaning, heating,lighting,
insuring, and maintaining the buildings in which the
sponsored programs are carried out, (2) the administra
tive costs of the University as represented by such
components as the Accounting Department, Personnel
Department, Purchasing Department, etc., and (3)
central support services and facilities such as the
library.

The federal government recognizes its obligation to
reimburse the University for these indirect expenses 88

well 88 the direct expenses that are incurred in our
performance of these grants and contracts. This
reimbursement is accomplished through the annual
calculation of an indirect cost or overhead rate which is
applied on a pro rata basis against certain direct costs
charged to all such grants or contracts. Without this
recovery significant amounts of University funds
derived from tuition, endowment, and unrestricted gifts
would have to be diverted from the support of other
University needs. As a result, it is the University's
policy to require the inclusion offull overhead recovery
in all grant and contract applications. Deviation from
this policy is not permitted without special approval as
outlined in Duke General Accounting Procedure #162
(described above), a copy of which may be obtained
upon request from the Office of Sponsored Programs.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONTRACTS

Contracts with private industries may include
provisions that are contrary to University policy or put
the University at risk. To protect against this principal
investigators should contact the Officeof the University
Counselor the Office of Sponsored Research before
concluding a contract with the private sector.

PATENT POLICY AND PATENT
. AGREEMENT-INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL

The University has adopted a Patent, Invention, and
Technology Transfer policy to encourage invention and
to ensure that inventions developed at the University
are utilized for the common good. All faculty members
and other employees, and all students who work on
research projects under University control, are expected
to sign agreements incorporating the terms of the
policy. The policy and agreement are attached as
AppendixQ.

CONSULTING ACTIVITIES AND CONFLICTS
OF INTEREST - .. --. .
-'----'.---'"
The increasingly frequent and complex relationships

between faculty members and the University, other
universities, government, and industry require intensive
attention to avoid actual or apparent conflicts of
interest. In general. full disclosure of information
concerning any potential conflict of interest 1S required.
The University Counsel is available for advice as to
whether a particular situation involves a conflict of
interest and, if so, what the appropriate course ofaction
would be.

Two specific conflict of interest policies are in effect,
and they are attached to this Handbook 88 Appendices
o and P. The first, the Joint Statement of the American
Council on Education and the Council ofthe American
Association of University Professors on Preventing
Conflict oflnterest in Govemment-Sponsored Research,
focuses primarily on problems that may develop as a
result of faculty members' outside financial or
consulting interests as they relate to their participation
in government-sponscred university research. In
accordance with the provisions of the joint statement, at
the time a faculty member initiates a new consulting
assignment, he should inform the University of the
nature of the activity in a letter addressed to his
department chairman or, in divisions where there are
no departments, to the appropriate dean, with a copy to
the Provostor the Vice President for Health Affairs. The
second policy focuses on proposed contractual relation
ships between the University and outside business
interests in which faculty or staffmembers or members
of their families are associated.

The distribution of a faculty member's effort among,
for example, research, teaching, committee responsibil
ities, and outside consulting will not ordinarily raise
problems of conflict of interest unless the University or
the government is misled in its understanding of the
amount of intellectual effort actually being devoted to
the activity in question. Any faculty member planning
to do research for the government under an agreement
which contemplates that a specified fraction of his
effort will be devoted to the research should check with
the Office of Sponsored Research regarding procedures
to ensure demonstrable compliance with the indicated
requirements.

Faculty and senior administrative staff members
may spend up to four days per month in outside
activities or consulting work, averaged over an annual
period of service (the academic year for faculty on a
nine-month basis). Such activities are to be reported .to
the Provost Orto the Vice President for Health Affinrs,
with a copy to the department chairman. Lectures or
brief consulting activities to assist another educational
institution need not be reported.

Ill-IS 12/82



AppendixP
ConOiet of Interest

1. University faculty or staff members, within
existing policies concerning outside duties and interests
which do not interfere with University responsibilities,
mal' have outside business interests. These enterprises
may have occasion to sell goods or services to the
University, thus creating a conflict-of-interest situation.

2. The University requires prior information concern
ing any potential conflict of interest which may arise. A
member of the faculty or staff must inform the
University in the event of any proposed contractual
arrangements between the University and any business
association in which he or a member of his family is
associated, with the exception of publicly held
corporations in which his stock interest does not exceed
10 percent of the issued stock. Compliance with this rule
would be effected by a letter from the staffmember to the
Vice President for Business and Finance indicating the
extent of his interest and the proposed contractual
relationship.

8. The faculty orstaffmembermust not participate in
the decision of whether the University should contract
with the business association in which he or a member
of his family has an interest. Failure to disclose
ownership interests or engaging in improper dealings
shall be grounds for disciplinary action.

4. Any contractual arrangement between the Univer
sity and a faculty or staffmemberin which a conflict of
interest, as defined above, exists shall be reviewed by
the Conflict of Interest Committee. No contract may be
consummated without the prior written approval of this
committee, which is charged to determine that any such
contract is in the best interest of the University,

5. The committee shal1 be composed of three
members, with three alternates. One member and one
alternate shall be named by the Vice President for
Business and Finance. Two members and two alternates
shall be named by the Executive Committee of the
Academic Council; of these, one member and one
alternate shall be chosen from the faculty of the Medical
School, and one member and one alternate from the
faculty outside the Medical Center. Each faculty
member and his alternate shall be drawn from different
departments.

P·I

6. In a review involving a departmental colleague, a
member shall withdraw, substituting his alternate.
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CHARLOTTESVILLE
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OFFICE OF THe PIlt.UIDENT

May 9, 1984

April Lewis Burke, Esq.
Director of the Clearinghouse on

University-Industry Relations
Association of American Universities
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 730
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Ms. Burke:

I am delighted to respond to your request for in
formation on issues in university-industry relations. This
is an appropriate time for the AAU to be undertaking the
effort. The attached document was prepared by Drs. Rodney L.
Biltonen and William R. Wilkerson, and they may be contacted
at the following address and phone number for additional in
formation:

Office of Associate Provost
for Research

University of Virginia
Monroe Hill House
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

804-924-3606.

~.;ncerelY' ~ .: (

~--j-C:r _, ',J,: ('-.\::.,.<-,.\."\~ .
Frank L. Hereford, r. .
President

FLH:lal

Enclosures

CC: Dr. Rodney L. Biltonen

- m_. ~'llLLQN _----Y!!J... ~A$J· __ L,_AW_~ B~~!_~_~E!i ~~~_~~.:~.z~6
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ASSOCIATE PROVOST FOR RESEARCH

~IONROE HILL HOUSE.

(804) 924·:\606

University of Virginia
policies and Practices Regarding Conflict of Interest

and Publications in University-Industry Relations

Conflict of Interest

The University of Virginia, as an agency of the Commonwealth,
is subject to the state law regarding conflict of interest. The
law was developed and is primarily intended to apply to situations
under which the Commonwealth seeks bids on items it wishes to buy.
The law is quite restrictive and inappropriate as the Commonwealth
seeks to encourage high technological economic development. One
of the sample situations you outlined would be illegal if it began
after the effective date of the law (July 1, 1983). The law
would preclude anyone who received compensation or owned more than
3% of a corporation from participating in negotiation of a contract
between that corporation and the University. Thus, someone who
was a consultant might be in difficulty if he also served as a
principal investigator on a grant. The primary responsibility
resides with the individual to interpret the law and his situation.
University policies and procedures attempt to explain and simplify
the situation to a certain extent. The law was modified by the
General Assembly during this year's session and a draft revised
University document is enclosed.

Publications

The University routinely approves (with the concurrence of
the faculty involved) a ninety (90) day delay for patentability
determination. A further ninety day delay would be acceptable
while patent applications are filed. The University has consi
derable .latitude in modifying these guidelines under special
circumstances but they do constitute the usual framework for

.agreements,
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Departmental Responsibilities

EMPLOYEES SHOULD BE AWARE THAT FAILURE TO ABIDE RY THE TERMS OF THESE LAWS MAY
MAKE THEM SUBJECT TO LEGAL PENALTIES, INCLUDING FORFEITURE OF EMPLOYMENT. THE
LANGUAGE OF THESE ACTS IS COMPLEX, AND THE EMPLOYEE MAY NEED THE ASSISTANCE OF
HIS/HER PERSONAL ATTORNEY.

It is the responsibil.ity of the dean/department head to investigate and report
to the University Comptroller any potential conflict of interests affecting
contracts or transactions to which the University is a party.

It is also the responsibility of the dean/department head to certify that a
conflict of interests does not exist in employment situations having the
appearance of conflict.

See University Procedure 15-2•

. Definitions

POLICY: XV.A.

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
FINANCIAL POLICY MANUAL

TITlE: CONFLICT OF INTERESTS

NOTE: This policy applies to employment contracts, employment renewals, or
other contracts entered into July 1, 1983 or later.

Employee Responsibilities

This policy has been established to ensure that each employee (faculty, staff
and officer) is aware of his/her responsibilities when performing duties for
the University. It is intended to incorporate and also supplement the
requirements of the Comprehensive Conflict of Interests Act of the Code of
Virginia § 2.1-599 through § 2.1-634, and the Virginia Public Procurement Act,
Article 4, "Ethics in Public Contracting", Code of Virginia § 11-35. However,
this policy does not restate those Acts verbatim; and employees who have
questions about conflict of interests may wish to consult the Acts themselves.
Copies are available in the Department of Materiel Management and the Office
of the Legal Adviser.

Employees should disclose actual or potential conflict of interests and should
not initiate any related contract or transaction to which the University is a
party until approval is received from the University Comptroller.

See University Procedure 15-1.

"Official Responsibility" - Administrative or operating authority, whether
intermediate or final, to initiate, approve, disapprove, or affect a procure
ment transaction or any resulting claim.

ISSUED BY:
University Comptroller 15.1.1

DRAFT 04/25/84
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
FINANCIAL POLICY MANUAL

TITLE: CONFLICT OF INTERESTS POLICY: XV.A.

"Employment Activities" - The terms and conditions of employment, including
salary, job description, term of employment, and performance evaluation.
"Employment activities" do not include academic or scientific conduct of
instruction or research. The instructor or principal investigator of a
research project is responsible for the academic or scientific work and for
technical leadership.

"Personal Interest" - A personal or financial benefit or liability of an
employee or of his/her spouse, or of any relative who resides in the same
household. Specifically, personal interest is defined as:

Ownership in real or personal property, tangible or intangible, of any value.

Ownership in a corporation, firm, partnership, or other business entity,
exceeding three percent of the total equity.

Annual income from a corporation, firm, partnership or other business
entity, and/or property or use of such property, exceeding $10,000 or
expected to exce~d $10,000, i.e., dividends, interest, rent, royalties, etc.

Personal liability on behalf of a corporation, firm, partnership or other
business entity exceeding three percent of the entity's total assets.

"Contract" - Any agreement to which the University is a party, or an agreement
between or on behalf of the University or any subdivision and a third party
for payment from any University fund.

"Personal Interest in a Contract" - Being party to a contract or having a
"personal interest" in the firm, corporation, partnership, or other business
entity which is a party to the contract.

"Transaction" - Any matter considered by the University or one of its sub
divisions on which official action is taken or contemplated.

"Personal Interest in a Transaction" - Where an employee or his/her spouse, or
other relative residing in the· same household, has a "personal interest" .in
·property, or .in either a firm, corporation, partnership or business entity, or
in one representing an entity, which is the subject of the transaction in
question, or will benefit or suffer from the transaction.

"Specific Application Transaction" - A transaction affecting the personal
interest of an employee. Specific application transactions do not affect the
public in general~ but general public transactions may include the personal
interest of the employee.

ISSUED BY:
University Comptroller 15.1.2

02/01/84
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
FINANCIAL POLICY MANUAL

TITLE: CONFLICT OF INTERESTS POLICY: XV.A.

"Immediate Family" - An employee's spouse, children, parents, brothers,
sisters, and any person living in the same household as the employee.

Employment Restrictions

No employee of the University may control, or have authority to control, the
employment contract or the employment activities of his/her spouse, or any
other relative who lives in his/her household.

NOTE: Under the prior Conflict of Interests Act, an employee was permitted to
supervise his/her spouse, as long as the spouse's salary did not exceed
$10,000. If an employee entered into an employment contract before July 1,
1983, which entailed supervision by his/her spouse but was legal under the old
Act, then that employment remains legal through the term of the contract, the
new Act notwithstanding. When, on or after July 1, 1983, the term of the
employment contract ends, supervision by a spouse becomes a violation
regardless of the salary involved, and the contract may not be renewed.

See University Procedure 15-2.

Restrictions on Procurement Activities

No employee having official responsibility for a procurement transaction shall
participate in the procurement when the employee knows that:

He/she is also employed by the bidder, offeror or contractor.

The employee, the employee's partner, or any member of the employee's
"immedi ate fami 1y" :

Holds a position with the bidder, offeror, or contractor.

Is employed by the bidder, offeror, or contractor in a capacity
involving substantial participation in the procurement transaction.

Owns or controls an interest exceeding five percent of the bidder,
offeror, or contractor.

Has a "personal interest" in the bidder, offeror, or contractor.

Is negotiating, or has an arrangement concerning prospective
employment with the bidder, offeror, or contractor.

ISSUED BY:
University Comptroller 15.1.3

02/01/84



UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
FINANCIAL POLICY MANUAL

TITLE: CONFLICT OF INTERESTS POLICY: XV.A.

No employee or former employee having official responsibility for procurement
transactions shall accept employment with any bidder, offeror or contractor
with whom he/she has dealt in an official capacity concerning procurement
transactions for a period of one year after termination of the employee's
University employment.

Exception: An exception is allowed if the employee/former employee noti
fles hls/her Vice President/former Vice President, the Assistant Vice
President for Personnel Administration, and the Director of Materiel
Management in writing before starting the new position.

Prohibited Conduct Regarding Contracts

No employee shall have a "personal interest in a contract" with:

The University other than one's own contract of employment.

Any other State Agency, unless the contract is awarded through a com
petitive process as defined by the Virginia Public Procurement Act.

Exceptions: An employee may have a "personal interest" in:

The regular employment contract of one's spouse or of one's relative
living in the same household if the employee neither exercises
control nor has authority to control the employment or employment
activities of the spouse or relative.

One's own contract of employment with another State agency.

A University contract to sell goods or services at uniform prices to
the general public.

The sale, lease, or exchange of real property between the employee
and a State agency, if the employee does not participate in any way
in the sale, lease or exchange, and such is stated as a matter of
public record.*

University contracts involving the publishing of official notices.

Contracts between the University and a contracting firm when the
employee, his/her spouse, or any relative residing in the same
household receives income from that firm in excess of $10,000, BUT:

Neither participates in nor has authority to participate in the
procurement or letting of the contract for the contracting firm,
AND

ISSUED BY:
University Comptroller 15.1.4

DRAFT 04/25/84
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
FINANCIAL POLICY MANUAL

TITLE: CONFLICT OF INTERESTS POLICY: XV.A.

Either does not have authority to particpate in the contract for
the University, or disqualifies him/herself as a matter of public
record and does not participate in the negotations or approval of
the contract for the University.

Contracts between the University and public service corporations,
financial institutions, or public utilities in which the employee
has a "personal interest", if the employee disqualifies him/herself
as a matter of public record and does not negotiate or approve the
contract.*

Contracts purchasing goods or services when the contract does not
exceed $500.

* NOTE: All employees with "personal interests in contracts" should disclose
this fact as required and not initiate the contract to which the
University is a party until approval is received from the University
Compt ro11 er ,

See University Procedure 15-1.

Prohibited Conduct Regarding "Transactions"

Each employee shall disqualify him/herself from representing the University in
a "transaction" when:

He/she has a "personal interest in the transaction", and the "transaction"
has "specific application" to the employee.

In this situation, the employee will not vote or represent the University in
the "t.ransect ton," and the Uni versity wi 11 record the disqual ifi cat ion in
writing. Even· after disqualifying oneself, the employee may still represent
him/herself, one's spouse, or any relative in the "transaction." The employee
must not be compensated for his/her representation and must comply with the
disqualification and recording requirements above.

NOTE: All employees with "personal interests in transactions" should
disclose this fact as required. See University Procedure 15-1.

If an employee's disqualification leaves less than the required number of per
sons needed to act on the "t ransacti on," the remai ning members wi 11 have
authority to act by majority vote or unanimous vote of the remaining members,
as required. If action is taken when these above conditions are not met, the
University may rescind the action, as required.

ISSUED BY:
University Comptroller 15.1. 5

DRAFT 04/25/84
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
FINANCIAL POLICY MANUAL

TITLE: CONFLICT OF INTERESTS POLICY: XV.A.

NOTE: The above disqualifications and disclosures are in addition to the
disclosure of economic interest required for certain positions designated by
the Governor. The Department of Personnel Administration sends out the disclo
sure form annually to select employees.

Sol icitation and Acceptance of Gifts, Travel, etc.

An employee of the University shall not:

Solicit or accept money or other things of value, for services performed
within the scope of his/her official duties except for compensation,
expenses or other remuneration paid directly to him/her or approved for
him/her by the University. This prohibition will not prohibit the accep-
tance of special benefits authorized by law. .

Accept any money, gift, loan, advance, favor, special discount, or ser
vice of material value that might reasonably tend to influence him/her in
the discharge of his/her duties.

Offer or accept money or anything of value for or in payment of
employment, an appointment, a promotion, or a privilege with the
University.

Accept a business or professional opportunity for financial benefit,
if he/she knows or should know that the opportunity is offered to
influence the discharge of his/her official duties.

Accept a business or personal trip paid for by a vendor, for any reason
whatsoever, without first obtaining written approval from the executive
director of the Hospi~al or the employee's Vice-President as applicable.
SEE NOTES IMMEDIATELY~BELOW.

NOTE: The Department of Materiel Management can arrange, through the
procurement process, for vendors or potential vendors to pay for travel
to inspect or be trained on new equipment. Such arrangements should be
approved BEFORE Materiel Management issues the request for proposal or .
invitation to.bid.

NOTE: If a department wants an employee to travel at a vendor's expense
and the arrangements were not part of the procurement process, several
measures should be taken. AT LEAST TWO WEEKS PRIOR TO THE TRAVEL, the
department head should:

Request the Director of Materiel Management to issue an opinion to
the applicable Vice-President(s) on the appropriateness of the
vendor-paid travel.

ISSUED BY: DRAFT 04/25/84
University Comptroller 15.1.6
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TITLE: CONFLICT OF INTERESTS POLICY: XV.A.

Notify the applicable Vice-President(s) or Executive Director of the
Hospital.

An employee having authority to conduct or influence the buying of goods or
services for the University must not solicit or accept any gift, payment. loan
or anything else, other than miscellaneous items bearing advertising, such as
matches, calendars, rulers, note pads, or other items of nominal or minimal
value from a bidder, offeror, contractor or subcontractor. This rule does not
prohibit employees from buying goods or services, or obtaining loans, for
their personal use where they pay equal consideration for the goods, services
or loans; nor does it prohibit employees from accepting meals or beverages
from vendors when offered to a large group of people at a trade show, exhibit
or other professional meeting.

Other Restrictions:

An employee of the University shall not:

Use confidential information not available to the public and acquired
through one's University position for one's own or another's economic
benefit.

The University shall not:

Purchase building materials, supplies or equipment for a University
building or structure from any independent contractor who is providing
architectural or engineering (non-contruction) services to the
University, or from any partnership, association or corporation in which
the architect or 2'Igineer has a personal interest, except in cases of
emergency.

Penalties and Remedies

Any employees who violates the provisions of the mentioned Acts is guilty of a
misdemeanor, and may be fined up to $1,000 and sentenced up to a year in jail.
Any employee may NOT be prosecuted if:

The employee made full disclosure of the facts, AND

The employee relied on a written opinion by the Attorney General stating
his/her actions did not violate the Comprehensive Conflict of Interests
Act.

ISSUED BY:
University Comptroller 15.1.7

DRAFT 04/25/84
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
FINANCIAL POLICY MANUAL

TITLE: CONFLICT OF INTERESTS POLICY: XV.A.

If convicted for this violation, the employee shall, in addition to any other
fine or penalty provided by law, forfeit his/her employment. In addition, any
employee who violates the requirements of this policy may otherwise be
disciplined by the University.

Any money or other thing of value derived from a violation of the above poli
cies will be forfeited to the appropriate source of funds, i.e., State
Treasurer, University Bursar, etc. If the money, etc., increased in value
between the time of violation and the discovery of the violation, the greater
value will be forfeited.

Any purchase made in violation of the above policies may be rescinded by the
University within five years of the date of such purchase.

Any contract made in violation of the above policies may be declared void by
the University within five years of the date of such contract. The contractor
or subcontractor will retain or receive only the reasonable value, with no
increment of profit or commission, of the property or services rendered prior
to receiving notice the contract had been voided. In voiding contracts of
sale, any refund will be made to the appropriate source of funds, i.e., State
Treasurer, University Bursar, etc.

ISSUED BY:
University Comptroller 15.1.8

DRAFT 04/25/84
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
FINANCIAL PROCEDURE MANUAL

~
TITlE: PROVIDING NOTICE OF POSSIBLE

CONFLICT OF INTERESTS

Financial Policy Reference: XV.A.

Purpose

PROCEDURE: 15-1

)

To provide a means of notification of an actual or potential conflict of
interests affecting contracts or transactions to which the University is a
party or in which the University's interests may be affected.

Background

The employee should address a letter to the appropriate department head
covering the following points:

The nature of the employee's "personal interest" in the contract or
transaction.

The employee's authority, if any, to participate in contracts or
transactions 'on behalf of the University.

The measures taken to comply with State requirements for competitive
procurement.

Any permissions or opinions obtained from the Attorney General.

A copy of the contract and other related documents in question should be
attached.

NOTE: The Legal Adviser's Office is not authorized to give personal legal
advice to employees; advice from the Legal Adviser's Office must relate to
University legal issues. Therefore, an employee with an actual or potential
conflict of interests should also consider contacting his/her personal attor
ney for advice.

Instructions

Process as indicated.

,)
ISSUED BY:
University Comptroller 15.1.1

08/15/83
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TITLE: PROVIDING NOTICE OF POSSIBLE
CONFLICT OF INTERESTS•

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
FINANCIAL PROCEDURE MANUAL

PROCEDURE: 15-1

ResponsJbil ity Action

Employee 1. Addresses a letter to his/her department
head describing the situation and requesting
approval for his/her participation.

Department Head

2. Forwards letter, a copy of any related
contract or subcontract, and all supporting
documents to the department head.

3. Reviews material forwarded from employee.

•

4. Endorses the employee's letter recommending
approval or disapproval.

5. Forwards all material:

Sa. If approval is recommended, to the
University Comptroller•

5b. If disapproved, to employee.

University Comptroller 6. Reviews material forwarded from department
head.

7. Contacts Legal Adviser if assistance is
needed.

8. Approves or disapproves.

9. Notifies department head of action taken.

10. Directs request packet to the appropriate
office for filing in contract file, person
nel file,_etc.

~c
;ISSUED BY:
University'Comptroller

08/15/83
15.1.2
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~ UNIVERSITY 1JF VIRGINIA~ FINANCIAL PROCEDURE MANUAL

• TITLE: CERTIFICATION THAT NO CONFLICT
OF INTEREST EXISTS

Financial Policy Reference: XV.A.

PROCEDURE: 15-2

•

Purpose

To provide certification that a conflict of interest does NOT exist in
employment situations that have the appearance of a conflict.

Background

The University wishes to avoid the appearance of conflicts of interest in
employment situations. If, however, the employment of spouses or relatives in
the same department or unit is in the best interest of the institution and a
conflict of interest will not exist, the department head should address a
letter to the appropriate dean or vice president covering the following
points:

That neither spouse nor any relative living in the same household:

Has exercised or will exercjse any control over the employment of the
other;

Has any control over, or is in a position to influence, the employment
activities of the other, as such activities are defined in the
University's Financial Policy XV. A; and

The employment is in the best interest of the University and the
Commonwealth.

Prior to the offer or renewal of an employment contract, the certification
request shall be reviewed by the dean and a recommendation for approval made
to the appropriate vice president for final decision, with an information copy
being sent to the Univers;~y Comptroller.

Instructions

Process as indicated.

It
ISSUED BY:
Office of the Provost, 15.2.1

02/01/84



UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
FINANCIAL PROCEDURE MANUAL

TITLE: CERTIFICATION THAT NO CONFLICT
OF INTEREST EXISTS

PROCEDURE: 15-2

Respons i biJ i ty Action

•

•

Department Head

Dean

Vice President

ISSUED BY:
Office of the Provost

1. Addresses a letter to the dean concerning
the points on page 15.1.1 and requesting
approval of the appointment/offer or
renewal.

2. Forwards letter and copies of all supporting
documents to the appropriate dean.

3. Reviews material forwarded by department
head. -

4. Endorses letter recommending the appoint
ment/offer or renewal.

5. Forwards all material:

Sa. If approved to the Vice President •

5b•. If disapproved, to the department head.

6. Reviews material forwarded from the Dean.

7. Contacts Legal Adviser if assistance is
needed.

8. Approves or disapproves.

9. Notifies dean and University Comptroller of
action taken •

02/01/84

15.2.2
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the \Iirginio Comprehensive Conflict of Interests Act,

y
Approved
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MAR 1'2 1984

[S 304)

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:
1. That ~ 2.1-608 of the Code of Virginia is amended and reenacted as follows:

~ 2.1-608. Further exceptions.-A. The' provisions of §§ 2.1·604 through 2.1·607 shall not
apply to: .

I. The sale, lease or exchange of real property between an officer or employee and a
governmental agency, provided the officer or employee does not participate in any way as
such officer or employee in such sale, lease or exchange, and this fact is set forth as a
matter of public record b~ the governing body of such governmental agency or by the
administrative head thereof; or

2. The publication of official notices; or
3. Contracts between the government or school board of a town or city with a

population of less than 10,000 and an officer or employee of that town or city government
, or school board when the total of such contracts between the town or city government or

school board and the officer or employee of, that town or city government or school board
or a business controlled by him does not exceed 5I 0,000 per year or such amount exceeds
510.000 and is less than 525,000 but results from contracts arising from awards made on a
sealed bid basis and such officer or employee has made disclosure as provided for in §
2.1·613; or

4. An officer or employee whose sole personal interest in a contract with the agency is
by reason of emj31eymeRt ll;z income from the contracting firm or governmental agency in
excess of $JO.OOO per year, provided such officer or employee or his spouse, or other
relative residing in the same household does not participate and has no authority to
participate in the procurement or letting of such contract on behalf of the contracting firm
and such officer or employee either does not have authority to participate in the
procurement or letting of the contract on behalf of his agency or he disqualifies himself as
a matter of public record and does not participate on behalf of his governmental agency
in negotiating the contract or in apprOVing the contract; or

5. Contracts between an officer's .or employee's governmental agency and a public
service corporation, financial institution, or company furnishing public utilities in Which the
officer or employee has' a personal interest, provided the officer or employee disqualifies
himself as a matter of public record and does not participate on behalf of his
governmental agency in negotiating the contract or in approving the contract: or

6. Contracts for the purchase' of goods or services when the contract does not exceed
~ $500. .

B. The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to those employment contracts or
rene w als thereof or any other contracts entered into prior to July I, 1983, which were in
compliance with the Virginia Conflict of Interests Act, Chapter 22 of Title 2.1 of the Code
of Virginia at the time of their formation and thereafter. Those contracts shall continue to
be governed by the provisions of that Act. .
2. That an emergency exists and this act is in force' from its passage.

,



4n Act to 'amend the Code of Virginia by adding in Title 2,1 a chapter numbered 40.
. consisting of sections numbered 2.1-599 through 2.1-634. and to repeal Chapter 22 of

Title 2.1 of the Code of Virginia. consisting of sections numbered 2.1-347 through
2.1-358. relating to conflict of interests; penalties.('
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Approved

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:
I. That the Code of Virginia is amended by adding in Title 2.1 a chapter numbered 40,
consisting of sections numbered 2.1-599 through 2.1-634, as foUows:

CHAPTER 40.
COMPREHENSIVE CONFLICT OF INTERESTS ACT.

Article 1.
Declaration of Intent.

§ 2.1-599. Short title; declaration of legislative intent; statement of policy; repeal of less
stringent. laws, provisions and ordinances.-This chapter may be cited as the
Comprehensive Conflict of Interests Act. The General Assembly of Virginia. recognizing
that our system of representative government is dependent in part upon its citizens'
maintaining the highest trust in their public officers and employees. finds and declares
that the citizens are entitled to be assured that the judgment of public officers and
employees will not be compromised or affected by inappropriate conflicts.

For the purpose of establishing a singie body of law applicable to all state and local
government officers and employees on the subject of conflict of interests. the General
Assembly enacts this Comprehensive Conflict oj Interests Act so that the minimum
standards of conduct of such officers and employees may be uniform throughout the
Commonwealth.

It is the intention of the General Assembly that this chapter be liberally construed to
accomplish its purpose and any exception or exemption 'to its applicability shall be.
narrowly construed.

This chapter shall supersede all general and special acts, charter provisions and local
ordinances which purport to deal with matters covered by this chapter.

§ 2.1-600. Definitions.s-As used in this chapter:
"Advisory agency" means any board. commission, committee or post which does not

exercise any sovereign power or duty. but is appointed by a governmental agency or
officer or is created by law for the purpose of making studies or recommendations. or
advising or consulting with a governmental agency.

"Contract" means any agreement to which a governmental agency is a party. E!: any
agreement on behalf of a governmental agency' which involves the. payment~ money
appropriated by the General Assemb, for political subdivision. whether or not such
agreement be executed in the name 0 the Commonwealth of Virginia, or some political
subdivision thereof.

"Employee" shall include all persons employed by a governmental or advisory agency.
unless otherwise limited by the context of its use. ,

.'·Governmental .agency" means each component part 0/ the legislative, execurive . or
judicial branches, of state and local government, including each office. department.
authority, post. commission, committee. and each institution or board created bv law. to
exercise some regulatory or sovereign po-;;;;;' or duty -a;-;;;;;;nguished from pl~rely-'advisory
powers or duties.

"Officer" shall include any person appointed or elected to any governmental or
advisory agency, whether or not such person receives compensation or other emoturnent 0/
office. Unless the context requires othen....ise, officer shall include members of the Genera!
Assembl ' and 0 th 'udiciary:

-;;personal interest" means Q personal and financial benefit or liabili1J!. accruing to an
officer or emp oyee or to such person's spouse. or any other relative who resides in the
same household. Such interest shall exist by reason of (i) ownership in real or personal
property, tangible or intangible; (ii) ownership in a corporation. firm, partnership or other
business entity; (iii) income from a corporation. firm. partnership or other business entity:
or (iv) personal liability. on behalf of a corporation. firm. partnership or other business
entity; however, unless the ownership interest in an entity exceeds three percent of the
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CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

May 23,1984

April Lewis Burke, Esq.
Director of the Clearinghouse on

University-Industry Relations
Association of American Universities
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 730
Washington, DC 20036

Dear Ms. Burke:

Dr. Rosenzweig's letter of March 20, 1984, enclosed the first
request from the AAU Clearinghouse on University-Industry Relations
for information regarding our policies and practices in certain areas.
The two areas covered in that first request were (a) conflict of interest
and (b) delay of publication.

We are delighted to be able to respond to Dr. Rosenzweig's
request and to assist in this study of university-industry relationships. It
involves a set of subjects of great importance to the future of research
oriented universities in the United States which deserves further study.

Enclosed is a Caltech response to each of the two subjects
discussed in Dr. Rosensweig's letter. If you should desire, or need, a
clarification or any further information, please do not hesitate to
contact Dr. Robbie Vogt (our Vice President and Provost), Dr. Don
Fowler (our General Counsel). or me. We all participated in the
preparation of this response.

Sincerely,

/ . ./
.1 '/ ' f~' .I / ,,{

//

' _ ,Y ".f. ./ .,j'-':.r:,,,,c. c C
1.1_.l,_., ....~cA _

Marvin L. Goldberger

cc: D. N. Fullerton
D. R. Fowler
R. E. Vogt

P.~~ADE:-'.~. CALIFOR:\lA 91125 TELEPHO:\E 'H81356-6301
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CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Policy and Practices

May 23 , 1984

Caltech's policy on Faculty conflict of interest

was extensively revised and restated in March 1983. The

revised policy reflects the rather considerable amount of

discussion and reevaluation of this subject which had taken

place at Caltech during the two year period following the

1980-81 academic year, at which time this issue first began

to receive prominent national attention, particularly among

the academic community. A copy of the restated Cal tech

policy, now entitled "Conflict of Interest and Conflict of

Commitment" so as to reflect that a conflict of commitment

or dedication can be as much of a problem as a financial

conflict of interest, is enclosed. The 1983 policy is being

applied as written by the Caltech Administration and, in

general, the policy appears to have the continuing support

of the Faculty.

A key to the Caltech policy is that the primary

responsibility for seeing that outside consulting or business

activities do not result in conflicts of interest or commitment

remains with the Faculty member involved. Across-the-board

reporting is not required for all outside consulting or

business activity, as is the case at some other institutions.
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Nevertheless, the Faculty member is obligated to

make a full disclosure at any

cognizant Division Chairman, the

time upon request by the

Provost, or the President.

Furthermore, no agreements for research support or licenses

granting exclusive rights to Caltech patents, copyrights or

"know-how" may be entered into with outside organizations in

which a Faculty member has an equity interest or with which

the Faculty member has a continuing consulting arrangement,

if the proposed arrangement would be detrimental to Caltech's

interests or pose a real or apparent conflict of interest.

The Provost is charged with the responsibility of determining

whether such arrangements would involve a conflict of interest.

In making these determinations, the Provost does consult with

an appropriate advisory group of Faculty members to ensure

uniformity and continuity of policy.

In applying the 1983 policy, no arrangements or

licenses have been approved to date by the Provost where the

Facul ty member has an equity interest in or a continuing

consulting agreement with, the outside organization and where

that organization would receive an exclusive right (or option

for such right) to Caltech patents, copyrights or "know-how."

On occasion, where the Faculty member has such a relationship

with the outside organization, an arrangement or license

involving nonexclusive rights has been approved, with the

appropriate safeguards.
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In general, conflict of interest and conflict of

commitment are regarded as matters to be resolved between

Caltech and the Faculty member prior to completion of the

Caltech arrangement with the outside organization. Therefore,

contractual language with the other organization is usua lly

not needed nor appropriate. However, Caltech is prepared to

include, and has included, a provision in agreements with

outside organizations where special concerns are present.

Such a provision would read as follows (modified as necessary

to fit the specific facts of the case):

CALTECH PERSONNEL

As part consideration for this exclusive licensing

agreement covenants and agrees that neither it nor

any related corporation or organization will, during the term

of this agreement, directly or indirectly employ or retain in

any capacity any CALTECH faculty member, student, officer, or

employee without the written consent of CALTECH. __

further covenants and agrees that, while is a

privately-held corporation, it will not knowingly permit any

such person, or any members of his or her immediate family,

to own any stock or interest in or in any related

corporation or organization. If and when becomes a

pu o Li.c Ly-ehe Ld corporation or, becomes a part of a puo t i c Ly -

held corporation, then __, covenants and agrees that it

will not knowingly permit any such person, or any members of

his or her immediate family, to own any stock or interest in
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or in any related corporation or organization, unless

such stock is purchased in the open market at not less than

the then existing market prices. In the latter event,

agrees that it will promptly notify CALTECH of any such

purchases that come to the actual attention of

officers or directors.

s
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Ch',P12 FACULTY HANDBOOK

CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND
CONFLICT OF COMMITMENT

The acceptance of a full-time appointment to the Faculty of the Institute Involves a
commument which IS full-time to the most Inclusive sense. With the uppomcee
expected to accord the Institute his a r her pro tessional lovahv. and to arrange outside
obligations. financial interests. a nd activities so as not to conflict or mrertere with this
primary, overriding comrmrme nt to the Insruure.

Conflict at Interest can arise parttcula rlv In situations where Puculrv members arc
consultants tor. or have an mtere st In the ownership ot. busmess ventures char arc
more or less directly related to the rr held, of re seurcb at the institute. In such Situa
tions. there IS the danger that academic prrnctples .md educational pnorme s may
become distorted because at the posstbilitv tor economic gam by the Pucultv
member. bv the Division In which the research IS done. or indeed the institute itself.
Furthermore. It proprrera rv information IS introduced IOta research acuvmes on the
campus. Its protection WIll surely foster secrecv or hinder open discussion about
research among colleagues wtthm the Institute and at other acade rruc mstttunons. as
well <.IS with pe rso rmel at tnstnuuons or agencies that contribute substunnal support
to the Institute. Whenever orguruz ancns having Faculty members as consultunts.
subsra nnal shareholders. or part owners WIsh to rn.ikc arrangements With the lnstr
turc tor support ot research. pa re nt Iicensmg J nd related matters, both real J.nd J.ppa r.
em conrhccs ct Interest With respect to the ubhgu nons of the Pucultv rncmber to the
lnstttute a nd at the lnstttutc to Its e ducanonal ,goals must be avmde d.

Rcsponstbtlitv tor est.ibhshmg that acnvirie s to business ventures do not conflict

With Institute commurnents rests first With the Fucultv member. Further. on request

tram comcnnt DIVISIon Chatrme n. the Provost. or the Prcside ne, the Puculrv member
~hall make a full disclosure or ..111 such ventures mclud.na the na me s or comparues.
the nature of agreements. the rc spo nsrbuiries assumed bv the Faculty member, and

the time Involved. It ISthe PUIICV ct the l nantute I~t:t: also Chapter 7 Consulnna Ac.

uvmest that acceptance of a rull-nmc lustitute a ppomtme nt preclude, J Pucultv
member'S assuming a rosman ot line re spcnstutlnv In outside crgumzuno ns tor p.rv
or prottt

Irrespective of what agrec me nts have been made In the past, It IS the lnstuute s
ooucv that no agreements tor research support. or tor the grannng at exclusive nghts
to the use of l nstnute patents. copvnght s or "know-how' will be made With anv
cornpanv or mstituuon whe rv J current Faculrv mcrn bcr consults .or IS toca llv or
pa mallv owned by the Eacuhv mc mbe r'. It rhc ptoposed arrunge me nts would be dern
mental to the Institute's Interest or pose J reui. Dr an apparent, conflict Of Interest
WIth respe to the obligauoo , tit rhc Fucultv mc rnbc r t\1 the lnstnutc.

It IS nat i rucncal to write spccmc rulc , covvrme .ill r{l~':ilbk SItuations that might
constitute potential Dr real cunrbcts (It mtc r...~t, The I'ruvo-t b chu rzc d vrth the
rcsponstbilitv of de rc rrnmmg whvt hc r proposed aervc mc nts for sUPPOrt of rescurch

or for the hccnsme of purcuts. apphc.ible copvnehr, "l'e Chapter ~ I'a tc nt Polley and
g ovalncs and Copvrtghts ' Dr "k now-how \\!luiJ involve conflict or mrcrcst

Addendum ( "\
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CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY Ch,7,PLJ

Faculty members should notify the Provost of their participation (as consultants,
shareholders, owners, and so onl in business ventures in which the Institute might
become involved in any way, including preferential transfer of research results
obtained at the Institute 10 advance of publication. It is especially important that such
notification be given before any commitment IS made that could bind the lnsutute.
either ethically or legally.

The Provost will consult with an appropriate advisory commmee of Pucultv
members to ensure uniformitv and connnunv of policy in making decisions WIth
respect to conflicts of Interest and conflicts of commitment. A Faculty member
Wishing to appeal a deciaicn of the Provost has recourse to the grievance procedure
described 10 the Faculty Bylaws.

With respect to obligations assumed under grants and contracts awarded bv
governmental agencies, the Institute subscribes LO principle to the 1965statement on
conflict of interest issued ioinrlv by the American Association of Utuverstrv
Professors and the American Council on Education.

Addendum j ,,;
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PURDUE
UN~ITY OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

22 August 1983

EXECUTIVE MEMORANDUM NO. C-1

To: Deans, Chancellors, Directors, and Heads of
Schools, Divisions, Departments, and Offices

Subject: Compliance with New "Conflicts of Interest"
Disclosure Requirements

GENERAL SCOPE OF THE REQUIREMENTS

The General Assembly, in its recent 1983 Session, enacted
various amendments to the Indiana "conflicts of interest"
law, including new provisions which will require the filing
of disclosure statements by "public servants" (including all
persons in positions to which they were appointed by "the
board of trustees of a state-supported college or univer
sity" or who are staff employees "empowered to cOlltract or
purchase on behalf of the governmental entity" of which they
are employees), as to any "pecuniary interest" or "financial
interest" or potential "profit" which they may have in any
"contract or purchase connected with an action by the
governmental entity which [they] serve ... "

In general terms, these new amendments require that all
Purdue officers and employees employed in positions to which
they were-a-PPolnted-by-fhe-Soard-o{-frustees;-or in any posi
tions I nvcl v i ng a~auTtwrTfy-topurchase-or contract on
behalf ,of thelJr.rversrty~-musr-flIe-drsclosurestatements
with the Board' of Tru'sTees-,-sTiiTing-anyflnanclal interest
which they may have-rn-any-UniverslfY-contract or purchase.
The Board must then decide whether-to-approve such interests
and must forward all approved disclosure statements to the
State Board of Accounts.,

A person who "knOWingly or intentionally" has a financial
interest in, or expects to derive a profit from, a Univer
sity contract or purchase and who fails to make the required
disclosure, can be charged with commission of the statutory

It,)e ~":>~

~~~::.. ~ Frederick l. Hovde Hall of Administration
Co ::.- ;: West lafayette, Indiana 47907

.~
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Page two

crime of "conflicts of interest", which is a felony
punishable by fine and imprisonment.

PURDUE STAFF WHO ARE COVERED----------------------------

This disclosure requirement applies to all Faculty, Adminis
trative, and Professional staff members, but especially to
those who have the authority to make purchases or sign con
tracts for Purdue University.

1. Staff members delegated authority to make purchases
shall include anyone who initiates or signs a requi
sition or purchase order or has the form signed on his
behalf.

2. Staff mem~ers delegated authority to sign contracts
shall include anyone who signs the contract (inclUding
staff mem~ers of the Purdue Research Foundation who
sign contracts which are s~bcontracted to Purdue
University).

TYPES OF I~T~RESTS WHICH MUST BE DISCLOSED

The statute does not specifically define the terms
"financial interest'! or "pecuniary interest". However,
based on preliminary opinions of our Legal Counsel, the
following general guidelines are offered. (Obviously, indi
vidual situations will require individual consideration.
Assistance in answering individual questions will be
furnished by the Treasurer's Office.)

1. University Counsel advises that the terms "financial
interest" and "pecuniary interest" would not include
the mere ownership of small amounts of stock in large,
pUblicly-owrred corporations with which Purdue does
business. Thus, no disclosure. is required. However,
if any employee, or his/her spouse, does own stock in
such a corporation, and if the employee is aware that
the corporation makes sales to or does business with
that department br area of the University within which
he or she has contracting or purchasing duties, he/she
may opt to make a disclosure voluntarily.

2. The terms "financial interest" and "pecuniary interest"
would clearly include any ownership interest in a
smaller business or corporation, where a contract or
sale to Purdue could be expected to have some direct
effect on the owner's interests. Disclosure of any
such ownership interest, held by the employee or
his/her spouse, mu~t be made.
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4 .

The terms "financial interest" and "pecuniary interest"
could also mean creditors' interests. If a Purdue
employee, or his/her spouse, has made a loan to, or
guaranteed an obligation of, 3 person or corporation
who is doi~g business, or is seeking to do business,
with Purdue, disclosure of sU2h interest must be made.

Ownership of publicly-held bonds or other debt securi
ties of a large corporation w0uld not amount to an
interest requiring disclosure as discussed in Item 1
relating to stock ownershi;J.

A perso~ who is a paid officer, director, employee or
consultant of a corpJration, whether it be large or
small, and who knows of business being done by the
corporation with Purdue, would be considered to have a
"financial" or "pecuniary" interest in the particular
contract or purchase, by reasen of the salary or fees
received froffi the corporation. Jisclosure of all such
interests must be rrade.

TYPE~ OF UISCLOSURES

c

~

"
~

•

There are two basic types of disclosures that may be made:

3. Annual disclosure to be used when transactions occur on
a regular basis throughout the year.

b. Single dlsclosu~e to be use~ ~',e~ J specific single
transa~tion occ~rs w~jil~t~ is n·.Jt one of a series of
transactions ffiade on a regula~ basis and disclosed
through a current "annual dis 'losure" statement.

PRCJCEt,,:_iF:ES 'lU OC FOLLCW£D

Re 0 p o r: S i ':' i lit Y :~ c r ~:h-: iT, i ~: : s t, r d t i IJ r""l \. f" t ~l ~

statute or. cc~flict cf i~terest ~a~ ~ee~

E xe cut i ve V i (' E= F res i j e~: L a rJ d T r- ~ a s :~ r 0:: r .
Conflict of =nterest J~sclcsure FOr'm ~ay

~hat office.

re~uirements of the
assigned to the
Copies of the
be obtained from

'V"ice Presi~e~'ts, Chance:lor~, 2ed~s, Qi~ectors ~nd Depart
ment Heads are responsible for compliance with these disclo
sure requirements by staff members wi:hi~ their areas of
administrative jurisdiction.

The statute requires that final ap~rov~l of all potential
conflicts of interest be given by the Board of Trustees,
wtiich accordingly will evaluate ea~h specific situation
disclosed. If the Board of Trustees finds that the situa
tion involves a conflict of interest which i~ its opinion
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would be unlawful, or de~riment~l to or not in the best
interests of the University, so that approval cannot be
given, the officer or employee involved ~ill be required to
discontinue or' jivest himse:f/nerse!f of t~:e outside
interest cre~ting the ccnflict.

Completed fo,~3 (original and one copy) are to be returned
to the Treasurer"'s C,f~ice tt)r0U£~1 the organizational
structure with approvals being required at e~ch level.
Completed and apprcv~j r~rm~ ~ill be Submitted by the
Treasurer to the Soard of Trustees for fin~l approval and
ttlen trarsrnitted to tile State Board of Accounts as required
by the statute. One copy will be kept on file in the
Treasur~r's OffIce.

Questions concerrin£ c~nflict of interest and the statutory
requiremerts should be referred to the Treasurer's 0ffice.
Appropriate leE~l adv~2e ~ill be prOVided when necessary.

YG...- c..\\.~
Steven C. Beering~
President
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Name of person sUbmitting statement:

Title or position with Purdue University:

This statement, in duplicate, is submitted (check one):

a.

b.

CJ

CJ

as an annual disclosure statement, as to my financial inter
est in any University contracts or purchases, related to my
University duties or functions, which are made on a regular
basis with or from particular contractors or vendors; or

as a "single-transaction" disclosure statement, as to my
financial interest in a specific contract or purchase, re
lated to my University duties or functions, proposed to be
made by the University with or from a particular contractor
or vendor.

The phrase "my financial interest" as used in this Disclosure Statement,
includes any interest of myself or my spouse.

=========================================================================

Name of Contractor
or Vendor

Description of Contract
or Purchase

Description of My
Financial Interest

(Attach extra pages if additio~al space is needed)

1 affirm the truth of the statements made above, under penalty of per
jury. I understand that if ary such interest is not approved by the
Board of Trustees of The Tru~tees of Purdue llniversity, pursuant to the
statute, I will be required to Jisc0nti~ue it or divest myself of it.

Approval Recommended:

Srg~3ture-of-pers0~-suS~[ttlng-------

this statement
Date

tean or 5rreritor --Date

Deparfmpnt~fjp~d-------- - Date--

Vlce-Presldent/Chancellor --nate

Note: Please submit this form through organizational channels to the
Office of the Treasurer.
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THE STATE UNIVERSllY OF NEW JERSEY

RUTGERS
Office for COrporate and Indu.t~alResearch· Administrative services Bldg.

Sune 123· Busch Campus' P.O. Box 10B9· Plscotowov- New JefSey 08854· 201/932-2864

May 2, 1984

Ms. April Lewis, Director
Clearinghouse on University-Industry Relations
Association of American Universities
One DuPont Circle, N.W., Suite 730
Washington, D. C. 20036

Dear Ms. Burke:

Dr. B1oustein, President of Rutgers University, has asked
me to keep you informed of Rutgers policies regarding
University-Industry Relations. This letter is in response to a
letter dated March 20, 1984, from Robert M. Rosenzweig of the
Association of American Universities to Dr. B1oustein.

I am pleased to enclose copies of our current policies
with regard to publication delay and conflict of interest
regarding research interactions with corporate and industrial
sponsors. I have also included some general information
regarding our approach to industrial liaison and will be happy
to keep you informed of our progress and changes in our
policies when and if they occur.

Sincerely yours,

~/;~
Phillips V. Bradford, Sc.D.
Director

PVB/lb
Enclosures.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST

The Code of Ethics of the American Association of University
Professors, incorporated in its entirety into University
Regulations at 3.91, adjures members of the faculty to rec
ognize that their "paramount responsibilities" lie within
the University.

University Regulations 3.80/3.85 specifically address the
question of conflict of interest, requiring that faculty
members recognize and report to their academic superiors
prospective conflict of interest situations, including their
relationships with outside organizations with which the Un
iversity has contractual relationships [including research
relationships]. The University reserves the right to require
that a faculty member withdraw from those relationships
which it judges to involve a conflict of interest.

Although Rutgers is an "instrumentality" rather than an ag
ency of government of the State of New Jersey, University
Regulations [3.71] adjure faculty to observe "any pertinent
statutes and regulations of the State of New Jersey." Thus,
conflict of interest is governed both by the regulations of
the University and the statutes of the state.

->
... Source: University Regulations, 3.80/3.85 :::Y1 ok ; ~ Si-Me

C'f _N.J" c1x.o ""o't oJQo (.oJ

;h e",,-pl <)'1 ee s ..j..g OWvl MOre. -~ 10"'/0
CC1M-(lCIM; e-? wi h- lI-'~<.-t.- ~'1 .to blM;~
f'("'Q~<I'I.l ~ N •..). St-e--.-I-e Cl......,.,lo<.fce,s-_

-'·CONTROVERSIAL FILMS

t:6 ~.r'l lst-o,k) i",
-t:o...- -1ka. S't-e:tQ.. J~+';ovo

Controversial films and their use in courses and in recre
ational activities .under Unviersity sponsorship or on Univ
ersity premises are the subject of an April 197f; memorandum

.,. 'r.__.._. .______ Q c.=: >:.\ _.~, . !., i-Pi. i

;;..
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\tJ New York Unl~erilty

A private univtf,jit)llin t~t publicservice

~
Office of Sponso~rograms

15 Washington Place, ApI. I-H
New York, N.Y. 10003
Telephone: (212) 598·2191

April 12, 1984

April Lewis Burke, Esq.
Director of the Clearinghouse

of University-Industry Relations
Association of American Universities
One Dupont Circle N.W., Suite 730
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Ms. Burke:

I am responding to the March 20 announcement and request to
President John Brademas regarding the newly initiated University
Industry Clearinghouse.

As for the specific problem areas identified:

Conflict of Interest - A faculty committee is in the process
of developing a new policy statement, which is expected to be
presented to the University's Board of Trustees in the Fall of
1984. Currently, we are operating under Conflict of Interest
Policy adopted in 1966, which is based on the 1964 AAUP/ACE Joint
Statement. The policy has been implemented over these years through
the disclosure requirements of the attached University Synopsis
Form 3, filing of which is mandatory for all faculty seeking exter
nal funding for university-based research projects and programs.

To date, University policy with regard to faculty or insti
tutional participation in limited partnerships and other venture
capital groups on the research funding scene has been developed
on an ad hoc basis after review of the specific elements involved.
The outcome of negotiations to date has, in each case, been

. conversion to a research agreement. We are currently engaged in
several such negotiations and, if the outcome is different, will
provide you with specifics upon completion of negotiations.

Delay of Publication - New York university has operated
under the guidance provided by the attached Board of Trustees
Policy Statement since its issuance. In practice, we have on an
ad hoc basis negotiated agreements with industrial sponsors for
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~s. April Lewis Surke, Ssa.
Director of the Clearinghouse on

University-Industry Relations
Association of Acericar. Universities
One Dupont Circle, j?~-., Suite 730
:Yashinqton, D.(. 20~J36

Dear t·~s. Burke:

APR 24 1984

OFFICE OF COOPERATIVE RESEARCH

252JWG
P.O. Box 6666

New Hallen, Connecticut 06511

203 436-2317

ROBERT K. BICKERTON

Director

p.pril 14, 1984

=-=~~

I am respondin~ to Robert Posenzweisr's 10tter of ~arch 20t~

to President Giamattj..
A facultv ccsr~ittee at Yale, ~he ComDitte~ on Cooperative

Research, ~a~ents and Licensing has been deli 'erating"many of
the i2sues on which your 'C1earin9house' is seeking informatiop-.
TheIr initial report has recently been releas22 and I have
enclosed a COPV for vour usc. I think you'll find that it does
adciress Yalel~"positlon on these import~nt issues. I have also
enclosed a copy of a prototypical license agreenent (with names
deleted) as an example of one which Yale might use in granting
an exclusive license to some of it's technologv to a commercial
o r qan i z a t i on , I hope this is useful to "our needs.

As Yale finalizes it's policies based on the facultv
committee report, I'll be happy to share copies with vo~. These
policies, together with appropriate revisions to the faculty
hancbook, are in draft form only at this point.

I had the opportunity to hear your comments anc plans for
the "Clearinghouse" at the recent AAU Research /\l,n:inistrators
meeting in Washington And I wish you success. Please feel free
to ~ontact me if I might offer assistance and the benefit of
Yale's experiences.

stc~~~~,~
Robert K. Bickerton

RKB/vS
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON COOPERATIVE RESEARCH,
PATENTS, AND LICENSING

Recent developments in molecular biology, genetics, computer

science, and other dIsciplines promise a significant shortening

of the time between the creation of new scientific ideas and

their widespread commercial application. A closer link between

university research and applied industrial technology creates,

for the university and its faculty, intellectually exciting and

finan~ially attractive opportunities for the practical applica

tion of ideas with potentially enormous social benefit. Yet

along with these new opportunities comes concern that close

involvement in commercial activities may threaten the principles

of free and objective inquiry to which the University and its

faculty are fundamentally committed.

Mindful of both the potential benefits and problems created

by greater involvement with private industry, the Committee on

Cooperative Research, Patents, and Licensing has met regularly

for two years to reexamine and, where necessary, to recommend

clarification or revision of the university's policies regarding

research sponsored by outside organizations, outside activities

of the faculty, and patent and licensing practices. Our

committee has consulted with several faculty members engaged in

university research sponsored by commercial enterprises and with

other facul ty members engaged in outside commercial acti v i ties

related to their university research. We have monitored the
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university's negotiations with industrial firms seeking to spon

sor research; we have advised the Provost and the Office of

cooperative Research on the appropriate disposition of patents

owned by the University, and we have assisted in the resolution

of disputes concerning the distribution of patent royalties. In

light of our study o! the issues involved and our accumulated

experience, we are now prepa~d to recommend a number of re-

visions of the University's patent policy and of its regulations

concerning sponsored research and the outside activities of the

,
I

facul ty. Our specific recommendations are embodied in a revised

draft of the Facy~~ Handbook sections dealing with these sub-

jects and in a revised Patent .f.Q~~. These documents are

available from the Provost's Office upon reques~

Our recommendations derive from a reaffirmation of the

essential purpose of the University: "to preserve and enlarge

humanity's store of knowledge and to impart it." Pursuit of this

goal requires that the University preserve an environment

conducive to free inquiry and free exchange of ideas. Such an

environment depends crucially upon mutual trust and openness

among colleagues. Free and open discussion and generous

Collaboration are essential in supporting the University's

mission.

Relationships with outside organizations must be ~overned in

a manner consistent with these central principles of free

inquiry, open communication, and collegiality. Collaborative

research with industry offers opportunities to bring the products

of the laboratory into rapid commercial use, but such
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undertakings cannot be permitted to subordinate the principles of

free inquiry, openness, and collegiality to the pursuit of

commercial gain. Similarly, though it may on occasion be

appropriate for a faculty member to pursue the commercial

application of his or her university research through ownership

or management of an outside company, vigilant care must be taken

to assure that such outside involvement does not distort the

direction of university research, color the supervision of

graduate students, or convert an environment of openness and

trust into one of secrecy and striving for personal financial

advantage.

In the paragraphs that follow, we discuss our proposed

revisions of the University's policies under three headings:

sponsored research, outside activities of the faculty, and patent

policy.

sponsored Research

To keep matters in perspective, it is important to observe

that the Federal government now provides, and it is likely to

provide in the foreseeable future, the overwhelming majority of

outside funds for support of research at Yale. Nonetheless,

private industry has for many years assisted in the support of

university research, and the scale of this actiVity has increased

significantly in recent years. To the extent that companies

sponsor university research with an eye to the eventual com

mercial possibilities of work undertaken, such arrangements help

to make the benefits of University research widely available to

the public. At the same time, the sponsor's interest in
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commercial success may come into conflict with the university's

norms of free inquiry and open communication.

In reviewing the university's present policies concerning

sponsored research, we find the principles enunciated in the

Facul ty Handbook (Section XIll. B.Il to be a satisfactory guide.

The University's proijibition of secret or classified research

projects derives directly from its essential purpose: to enlarge

humanity's store of knOWledge and to impart it. We reaffirm this

commitment to free discussion and open communication.

To make this commitment clear to the faCUlty, as well as to

potential private sponsors of research, we propose to add a brief

additional section to the Faculty Handbook. In the proposed new

section, we reaffirm that Yale shall not enter into any agreement

that prohibits free and open discussion of ongoing research.

Similarly, faculty and students must be free to publish their

research result& As a practical consideration, companies will

sometimes request the right to review research results prior to

publication, to consider whether a patent should be sought. The

Committee sees no problem in permitting company sponsors to

rev iew pre-pub I ication drafts of research papers, but such

reviews shall not delay publication beyond a brief, pre-agreed

and specified time period. In several recent research agreements

reached with outside organizations, Yale has agreed to pre

pUblication review periods of 30 to 45 days. Since in most cases

such a period is shorter than the period from submission of an

article to pUblication, we believe that restrictions of this sort
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do not constitute a significant abridgment of the right to

pUblish research results.

In negotiating research agreements, several companies have

sought provisions to restrict unduly the right of faculty members

to withdraw from sponsored research programs, and they have also

sought to constrain. ~he subsequent research activities of those

who withdraw. Yale has not agreed to such restrictions of

freedom of inquiry, and we recommend that this policy be stated

explicitly in the FaCUlty Handbook.

Outside Actiyities ~ ~ Faculty

It is the policy of the University to encourage faCUlty

participation in outside activities of benefit to society and the

University. We reaffirm the principle that involvement in out

side professional activities should be gUided by a faculty

member's overriding obligation to the University and to its

mission of research, teaching, and the dissemination of

knowledge.

To be consistent with this principle, faCUlty members should

conduct relationships with outside organizations so as to avoid

conflicts of Lnt.e r e s.t; and conflicts of commitment. A conflict of

interest exists when a faCUlty member's activities within the

University could be biased so as to provide direct or indirect

financial benefit to the individual from an outside organization.

A conflict of commitment exists when a faCUlty member engages in

outside activity to an extent that precludes meeting his or her

obligations to the University. We reaffirm that these
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obligations are not discharged solely by meeting classes; the

faculty member is also obliged to be available to students

outside of the classroom, to carry his or her share of committee

work, and to keep his or her research in constant progress.

Certain outside activities are an integral part of a faculty

member's responsibilities. within reasonable bounds, for

example, site visits or peer review evaluations of research

programs at the request of the government or non-profit

organizations, committee work for professional associations, and

editorial work for professional journals are encouraged, as are

voluntary contributions of a faculty member's expertise to

foundations and community organizations.

In addition to such activities of clear public benefit,

facul ty members frequently provide paid consul ting services to

business 'concerns and other organizations. Such services often

benefit the individual, the University, the organization re-

quiring the services, and the larger public. Consulting activi-

ties are encouraged to the extent that they enhance a faculty

member's professional competence and thus better equip that indi-

vidual to serve the University as a researcher, teacher, and

colleague. Time spent in these activities, however, must be

limited in order to assure that faculty ~embers are able. to

~ischarge fully their obligations to the University. We reaffirm

the University's policy that on average no more than one day per

seven day week should be spent on outside gainful professional

activities during a semester or during months for which a faculty

member receives off-term compensation administered by the
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treatment should be referred in writing to the Provost.

Occasionally, conSUlting relationships may bring a faCUlty

university.

- 7 -

Circumstances believed to merit exceptional

member into conflict with the University's guiding norms of free

inquiry, open communication, and collegiality. For example,

conSUlting activities, with the government as well as with bus

iness organizations, sometimes require that faculty members sign

agreements of confidentiality. Where the nature of the informa

tion kept in confidence does not intrude on the faCUlty member's

research program or teaching, confidentiality may be warranted.

It should be recognized, however, that confidentiality agreements

conflict in principle with a faCUlty member's commitment to free

and open exchange of ideas. Under no circumstances should the

communication of results of University research be suppressed in

consideration of an outside organization's proprietary interes~

We do not believe that the University is well served by a

system of prior approval of consulting relationships, or any

formal mechanism of policing such activities. It is the

responsibility of the individual faCUlty member to see that

outside activities do not diminish the time and energy devoted to

fulfilling his or her overriding obligations to the University.

Similarly, it is the individual's responsibility to insure that

Ln v o Lvement wi th outside organizations, especially where such

involvement is prolonged or involves confidentiality, does not

attenuate his or her commitment to full freedom of inquiry, open

communication, and collegiality in the conduct of research and

teaching.
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To preserve an atmosphere of openness and collegial trust,

we have recommended to the Provost that faculty members disclose

the nature and extent of their outside professional and

consulting activities in writing to their chairman for inclusion

in the chairman's annual report to the President. This policy

was adopted by the Un~versity last spring, and we have proposed a

revision to the Faculty Handbook to reflect this new policy.

Additional special considerations arise when a member of the

faculty seeks to commercialize the results of his or her

university research through an ownership or management position

in a private enterprise. Such an outside involvement may require

great concentration and effort, rendering it difficult for the

..

faculty member to avoid a conflict of commitment. It is

doubtful, though not impossible, that even our most energetic

faculty members can do adequate justice to teaching, research,

and University citizenship, and also manage or direct a

commercial enterprise. Moreover, significant involvement in a

commercial enterprise risks distorting the direction of the

faculty member's university research, as well as that of his or

her students and junior colleagues. Students, postdoctoral

fellows, and junior fa-culty must be free to choose research

problems within an environment of free inquiry, independent of

the personal financial consequences for their supervisors or

mentors. Faculty ownership or management of commercial

enterprises also presents a heightened potential for suppression

of open communication among colleagues. This problem becomes

especially acute when the faculty member/entrepreneur conceives a

•
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new idea that has both general scientific importance and

potential for rapid commercial application.

We recognize that the maintenance of an environment of free

inquiry, openness, and collegiality depends above all upon the

good faith and voluntary commitment of the faculty. Nonetheless,

faculty ownership or management of a private enterprise presents

a sUfficiently serious potential for distortion of the Uni

versity's aims and for disruption of its collegial environment

that we believe some monitoring of these activities is appropri-

ate. Thus, we recommend that a faculty member be required to

disclose to the President or the Provost any management or sig-

nificant o~nership position in an enterprise that makes com-

mercial use of the results of his or her academic or professional

endeavors. We recommend that activities so disclosed, and their

relationship to the faculty member's activities in the Uni-

versity, be reviewed for conformance with University policies and

the principles underlying them by a committee designated by the

Provost. Ordinarily, a subcommittee of the Committee on

Cooperative Research, Patents,' and Licensing should be so desig-

nated, augmented when necessary by persons with relevant ex-

pertise. The committee should review the status of any con

tinuing ownership or managerial relationship with a private

enterprise on a periodic basis.

We expect that in most cases a review of this type will find

that the faculty member is faithfully discharging his obligations

to the University. But were the committee to determine that a

faculty member's involvement in the commercial enterprise en-

tailed a significant conflict of commitment, we believe that the
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faculty member should either modify or terminate his outside

activity or reduce his or her obligation to the University. If

the latter course is chosen, the individual may request a half

time appointment or a leave without pay for a period of one year.

At the end of the period, the faculty member may return to full

time status if obligations to the outside enterprise have been

discharged or sufficiently reduced. If the faculty member wishes

to maintain commitment to the private enterprise, he may resign

from the faculty or he may seek conversion of his appointment to

adjunct status. In either case, reappointment to full time

status would require approval through the University's ordinary

appointment practices. These recommendations are embodied in a

proposed new section of the Faculty Handbook.

Patent Policy

Yale's current patent policy was adopted by the Corporation

in 1974. In the years following, changes in patent law and the

opportunities for enhanced cooperation with private industry have

made necessary a reexamination of existing policy. Until re

cently, ownership of patents reSUlting from federally sponsored

research vested in the government in the absence of a specific

waiver of the government's claim. The "Patent and Trademarks

Amendments Act of 1980", as implemented by Office of Nanagement

and Budgets Circular A-124 in March 1982, granted ownership of

patents resulting from federally-sponsored research to the Uni

versity, although the government retained the right to hold non

exclusive licenses for certain purposes. To assert its rights
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under the new patent law, the Uni versi ty must meet certain

obligations, including prompt disclosure of any invention to the

funding agency, and assurance by a written agreement that inves

tigators will promptly disclose any inventions to the University.

We have proposed revisions to the patent policy of the University

to make the requirements of the new law explicit.

Opportunities for cooperative research with industrial

enterprises have also motivated some changes in the University's

patent policy. In the past, disclosures of inventions made under

University auspices were turned over to a non-profit

organization, Research Corporation, for evaluation. If a

decision was made to apply for a patent, Research Corporation

prepared the application on the University's behalf and sought

appropriate licensees. In return, Research Corporation received

a share (47%) of gross royalties from any licenses issued. The

University split the remaining share of royalty income, after

expenses, with the inventor(s) on a 50-50 basis. At present,

with the establishment of the Office of Cooperative Research and

the widespread interest of corporate sponsors of research in

obtaining 1 icenses to University patents, the University has a

greater capability to evaluate patents and seek licensees on its

own behalf. Generally, therefore, the University will he reaf t e r

handle its own patent and license affairs.

The new institutional arrangements make necessary a re

evaluation of the procedures for division of royalty income.

Since the University will now retain, after expenses, a far

larger share of any gross royalties than it would have received

from Research Corporation, we have recommended a formula for the

AJ:p...
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division of royalty income that is roughly consistent "i~h th~

incentives to inventors provided under the ole policy. ThiE

provides the inventor with 30% of net royalty income up to

$200,000 and 20% of net income in excess of $200,000. In addi

tion, another 30% of all net income will be allocated directly to

the inventor's depa~tment or facility for the support of re

search. The remaining funds will be allocated by the Provost to

the general support of research.

To encourage collaboration and collegiality in research that

may lead to patentable results, we have also recommended an

additional incentive. Where all participating investigators in a

department or facility agree in advance, in writing, to share

equally in royalty income, regardless of which individuals are

designated as "inventors" for legal purposes, the University will

commit an additional 50% of its residual share of royalty income

(20% or 25% of the total) to that department or facility. We

make this recommendation because the law has very specific re

quirements concerning the designation of inventors, and these

must be met to uphold the validity of a patent. Yet in the

University it is well understood that many individuals contribute

to the success of a research program without being legally qual

ifieda~ "inventors." Such an extra inducement for prior di

vision of royaltie8 rewards all collaborators, and it may help to

remove tendencies toward secrecy and isolation that quest for a

patent might engender. Even where collaborators in a patentable

discovery do not reach prior agreement on the division of roy

alties, it is hoped that they will, in a spirit of generouE
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\ie would expect all those involved with a patentable invention to

patented invention will be such as to deter companies with
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the relevant research program. Where disputes do arise, however,

collaboration, share a portion of any r oy e Lt i e e ,;itb co-workers

accept any adjudication by the Provost in a spirit of generosity

pUblic reap the potential benefits of its research. Ordinarily,

the University will prefer to grant non-exclusive licenses.

the University seek the most effective means of insuring that the

With regard to the licensing of "patents, we recommend that

who have made significant, if not "in venti ve", contributions to

of the Committee on Cooperative Research, Patents, and Licensing.

we recommend that they be resolved by the Provost with the advice

relevant skills and experience from proceeding without the

protection afforded by an exclusive license. We recommend that

the University should be prepared to grant limited term exclusive

Sometimes, however, the costs and risks of commercializing a

licenses where this is clearly the most effective means for

arranging pUblic access to the benefits of an invention. Any

agreement to grant an exclusive license should require the

licensee to surrender the license if he fails to c~rry out

effective development and marketing of the in~ention within a

specified period of time.

Having proposed these revisions to the University's Patent

.£.Q~.i..s;;.:l, the Committee on Cooperative Research, Patents, and

Licensing is continuing to consider the University's treatment of

non-patentable forms of intellectual property. The University

has no formal copyright policy, and the traditional practice has
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been for the University to waive its right to copyright on

written scholarly materials and textbooks authored by t h e

faculty. Computer programs are sometimes patentable, but they

are more commonly protected by copyright. The creation of

'computer programs, I ike the discovery of patentable inventions,

typically involves the use of costly University facilities and

resources. Moreover, to the extent that computer programs and

1
~ .

!

i

associated written manuals have potential commercial value in

industrial application, they are more akin to "useful" inventions

than to scholarly publications. We, therefore, recommend that

faculty members and other University employees disclose to the

University any potentially licenseable computer programs and

associated materials. If the University chooses to assert its

claim to copyright, licensing arrangements and the division of

royalty income shall be governed by the terms of the Patent

Policy. As in the case of patentable inventions, the University

will make no claim to copyright any program that is unrelated to

the activities for which the author is employed and has not

involved the use~of University facilities.
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ADELPHI, MARYLAND 20783

(MAIN OFFICE) (300 853--3601

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

April 23, 1984

/

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201

rsor: 528·7000

Dr. Robert M. Rosenzweig, President
Association of American universities
suite 730, One Dupont Circle
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Bob:

I am writing in response to your request for information for
the AAU Clearinghouse on University Relations. I note that this
initial request asks for information on two problems only: con
flict of interest, and delay of publication.

The University of Maryland is currently developing formal
policies that bear on both subjects. The first one under
development is a policy on Secret Work. It will include a state
ment on delay of publication. I enclose an excerpt from the draft
policy which describes our thinking on the subject. The length
of delays we will accept may still be altered in later revisions.

I am enclosing the clause on publications from a research
contract we had with a major industrial firm. The firm's name
has been deleted. This clause indicates the flexibility with
which we have approaching the issue in the past.

The second policy we are developing is on conflicts of in
terest and commitment. A draft has been discussed on our cam
puses, but it remains in such an early stage of development that
I prefer not to share it. Our existing consulting policy simply
states that consulting must avoid conflicts of interest.

Sincerely yours,

JST:mm

Attachments

cc: Dr. David S. Sparks
Dr. Samuel Price
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Office of the Chancellor February 1, 1984

April Lewis Burke, Esq.
Director of the Clearinghouse on

University-Industry Relations
Association of American Universities
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite '730
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mrs. Burke:

VFtI 6 \984

In response to Bob Rosenzweig's letter of January 10th, we are pleased
to provide information on Washington University's policies and practices
relating to research relations with industrial firms.

As requested, the enclosed information is confined to the specific topics
of conflict of interest and delay of publication. While such matters
as these do represent potential problem areas for the faculty of a research
university, it is interesting to note that applicable policies addressing
these issues are neither new nor specific to the current era of research

·relations with· industry. In the mid-1960's our Faculty Senate adopted
the AAUP and ACE joint statement "On Preventing Conflicts of Interest in
Government Sponsored Research at Universities." Furthermore, this insti
tution has long subscribed to a policy of not accepting classified research
projects on the grounds that research results must be made freely available
to all.

Thus, I believe that the enclosed information reveals that at Washington
University sensitivity to the issues of conflict of interest and freedom
to publish has developed over many years as part of the fabric of academic
life, not as a reaction to recent public concerns. In general we have
not found the application of these long standing policies to current
industrial research arrangements to be especially troublesome, nor have
the officials from corporations with whom we deal been insensitive to the
issues involved.

I hope that the information on our policies and practices will be of some
assistance to the AAU Clearinghouse. Should you require additional infor
mation, Edward MacCordy, Associate Vice Chancellor for Research, will ·be
pleased to provide it.

Sincerely yours,

i).\.. ! . ,_
/

-( . -'~-~"""., v"t. r'I '.~ / '
William H. Danforth
Chancellor

Enclosure
Wastlington University
Campus Box 1192
St. Louis, Missouri 63130
(3141889-5100



January 31, 1984

POLICY AND PRACTICE IN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH RELATIONS
at

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

The fundamental policy which provides guidance to the faculty in

the area of personal activity is the policy on "Academic Freedom, Responsi-

bility, and Tenure" which has been approved by the Faculty Senate and by

the University's Board of Trustees. This policy is voluntarily accepted

by each faculty member and is comparable to a "condition of employment"

agreement at some other academic insitutions. In addressing the faculty

member's primary responsibility to his academic duties it states:

"II. RESPONSIBILITIES OF FACULTY MEMBERS

"A. Teaching and Research

"The faculty mem1Jer has an obligation to fulfill his teaching
and research responsibilities. The faculty member's primary
responsibility to his subject is to seek and to state the truth
as he sees it. To this end he devotes his energies to developing
and improving his scholarly competence. The faculty member
accepts the obligation to exercise critical self-discipline and
judgment in using, extending, and transmitting knowledge. He
practices academic honesty. As a member of this University, the
faculty member seeks above all to be an effective teacher and
scholar. Although he may follow subsidiary interests, these
interests must not seriously hamper or compromise his scholarly
pursuits. The faculty member determines the amount and character
of his activities outside the University with due regard to his
paramount responsibilities within it."

The University's policy statement regarding "External Professional

Activi ty" further defines the faculty member 1 s responsibility when engaged

in extra-university activities in the following terms:

"It has been Washington University practice since the 1940's that
a faculty member may engage in such external activities not to exceed
an average of one day per week, with the understanding that his/her
scheduled University activities including, of course, classes, oral
examinations, and scheduled advising activities- take precedence in
scheduling of his/her time.



"When a faculty member engages in external professional
activity, the activity should contribute significantly to the
professional growth and development of the individual and to the
individual's professional service to Washington University, the
normal responsibility and contribution of the individual to --
Washington University should not thereby be diminished, University
equipment and supplies should not be utilized without appropriate
approval and charges, the affiliation of the individual with
Washington University should not be inappropriately invoked,
and the activity should not appear to conflict with the interests
of Washington University."

This policy statement goes on to prescribe appropriate admini-

strative responsibility for monitoring faculty external activities and for

providing consultation regarding questionable matters as follows:

"If questions with regard to these matters should arise, the
faculty member promptly should consult the administrators concerned
(department head or chairperson and/or dean). The department chair
person is held responsible for monitoring these activities in his/
her department."

Finally, the Faculty Senate in 1966 adopted as a policy on conflict

of interest the joint AAUP/ACE statement "On Preventing Conflicts of Interest

in Government Sponsored Research." Although this statement is now twenty

years old and its title might indicate preoccupation with Government sponsored

research, its authors were sensitive to the issues which today surround

university-industry research relations as indicated in the following excerpts

from its introduction:

"The increasingly necessary and complex relationships among
universities, Government, and industry .call for more intensive
attention to standards of procedure and conduct in Government-sponsored
research. The clarification and application of such standards must be
designed to serve the purposes and needs of the projects and the public
interest involved in them and to protect the integrity of the coopera-.
ting institutions as agencies of higher education. .

"Consulting relationships between university staff members and
industry serve the interests of research and education in the university.
Likewise, the transfer of technical knowledge and skill from the uni
versity contributes to technological advance. Such relationships are
desirable, but certain potential hazards should be recognized."
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This policy goes on to provide specific detailed guidance for

avoidance of the hazards stemming from financial interests in and consulting

arrangements with private business including matters of:

a) wrongfully orienting the direction of sponsored research to serve the

needs of other parties

b) favoritism in purchasing equipment, supplies and services

c) misappropriation of research results for personal gain

d) misuse of privileged information obtained in connection with

sponsored activities

e) influencing or participating in university negotiations with firms

in which the faculty member has a financial or consulting involvement

f) accepting or offering inappropriate gratuities

g) withholding'of professional effort committed to a sponsored project

h) personal consulting activities in conflict with university responsi

bilities.

This policy on Preventing Conflicts of Interest is primarily

addreSsed to the faculty. Supplementing this is a policy statement directe~

at employees involved in the University's business dealings with outside

organizations. This policy statement, "Avoiding Conflicts of Interest,"

deals more ,specially with proper conduct in the purchasing function.

In specific research arrangements with industrial firms on occasion

'it, has been found desirable to precisely define, for the benefit of the firm

'and faculty participants, conditions which could involve a faculty participant

in a conflict of interests. On such occasions the faculty participant is

required to sign a statement acknowledging the definition of acceptable and

unacceptable activities and agreeing to promptly disclose in advance activities

which migh~ lead to a conflict situation. An example of such a statement is:

~3-
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"Other Support:

"It is understood that Investigators receiving funds from this
contract may, during the tenure of this contract, apply for and accept
research and contract funds from public and private agencies. Support
from other sources is permitted during the tenure of this contract
only to develop products that in no way duplicate or diminish the
commercial value of products developed under this contract. Any
additional support involving hybridoma research from any source
should be reported to the Advisory Committee under item No. 10 of
the Investigator's project request, or if occurring after this- request
at the earliest time such proposal to another sponsor is planned or
submitted."

If used sparingly and limited to the most likely and specific sources

of potential conflict this approach is felt to have value in aiding faculty

participants to avoid conflicts in which they might unintentionally become

entangled.

-4-



DELAY OF PUBLICATION

The preeminent importance of academic freedom, including the

right to freely publish, is firmly established in the policy on "Academic

Freedom, Responsibility, and Tenure" as is the University's dedication to

protect that right. The policy states:

"I. ACADEMIC FREEDOM

"The right of faculty members to academic freedom is of
fundamental importance to an academic institution. That right
shall be protected at Washington University~

"Academic freedom is the particular freedom of scholars,
teachers and students within the University to pursue knowledge,
speak, write and follow the life of the mind without unreasonable
restriction."

In furtherance of this right the University will not accept a

research agreement which prohibits publication of research results. This

. position of long standing is set forth in the "Policy on Classified Research"

as follows:

"A university has the general obligation to make research results
freely available to all. Graduate students working toward advanced
degrees are required to pUblish the results of their dissertation
research in order to earn their degrees. Projects in which the subject
matter or the results are to be kept secret are evidently not in harmony
with the foregoing principles. As a consequence, Washington University
will not accept classified research projects except in extreme national
emergency."

In undertaking research projects sponsored by industrial firms, the

right of faculty participants to freely disseminate the results of their

. research is explicitly stated in. the research agreement. Prepublication

review and brief delay in publication is acceptable for either of two reasons:

(a) to identify and initiate the legal process to claim potentially patentable

inventions and (b) to allow the industrial sponsor to screen a manuscript for

unauthorized disclosure of the sponsor's proprietary information (possibly

revealed to the faculty member during the research collaboration) .

-5-
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To avoid any publication delay several provisions are normally

incorporated in industrial research agreements. First, the sponsor is

charged with anticipating and detecting potentially patentable inventions,

as well as with the filing of patent applications thereon, as early as

possible based on continuous monitoring by the sponsor of research progress,

not just prepublication review of manuscripts. Second, faculty researchers

are required to make manuscripts available to the sponsor for review, usually

two to four weeks prior to submission to a publisher. Third, the sponsor is

required to promptly review such manuscripts and also to promptly notify the

University in writing if a delay in submission is deemed necessary. Failure

to give such notification within the allotted time leaves the faculty research-

er free to start the publication process. Finally, the minimum delay necessary,

with a limit of ninety days, will be granted by the University if such delay

can be well justified on a case by case basis.

A sample set of contract clauses reflecting this practice is set

forth below. This approach has succeeded in effectively eliminating any

departure by faculty researchers from their planned publication schedules.

SAMPLE

"ARTICLE VI - PUBLICATIONS

"6.1 Program participants are at liberty to publish or disclose
the results of their research, but the Company will be advised of the
results before such results are disclosed to others outside of the
University for purposes of protecting proprietary rights.

"6.2 Through the mechanism set forth in paragraph 6.4 below,
the Company shall seek to anticipate project results to minimize the
need for delay of disclosure by promptly initiating actions to establish
such rights, and to advise Program participants as early as possible
of minimum practical precautions necessary to protect such proprietary
rights. These precautions shall seek to minimize the material temporarily
withheld from disclosure as well as the period of such temporary delay.
Program grants will require the Program participants to provide copies
of articles being submitted for publication to the Advisory Committee
at least two (2) weeks before submission to the publishers for the

-6-



purpose of screening for inventions on which patent applications have
not been filed and for unauthorized disclosure of Company proprietary
information. On written request by Company, University agrees to
delay any such publication for up to three (3) months from the date of
transmittal to the Advisory Committee to allow filing of applications
or deletion of Company proprietary information.

"6.3 The Company shall promptly review pre-publication articles
to determine if potentially patentable inventions are disclosed and
shall promptly thereafter inform the University of the Company's
interest in obtaining patent rights to such inventions as provided
for in Article VIII hereof.

"6.4 The pre-publication reporting and evaluations as provided
for in paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3 notwithstanding, the Company representa
tive on the Advisory Committee is exposed to all Project plans before'
commencement of these Projects and such representative shall have the
full opportunity and right to follow the progress of any and all
Projects. Through this mechanism the Company shall determine as
early as practicable the potential for establishing patent rights and
its interest in obtaining a license of such rights. As soon as such
potential is determined by the Company the parties shall cooperate
on immediate actions necessary to the establishment of such rights.
In this connection, the Project Investigators shall confer fully with
Company regarding the performance of the Program hereunder, and shall
make available for Company's inspection, at such reasonable times as
the Project Investigators and Company determine all Technical Develop
ments developed under this Agreement."

-7-
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·.Iii~ HONSA."iTO-.WASHINGTON UNIVERSrT': AGREEMENT:
DETAILS l:R0l:! THE RESEARCH CO:;lRACT

Char}t;;s Kultz
C1.:-:-:ftlS B(~}: ! 142
1.~.:)shir.~!"url ln Lve r
St. Louis, MO
(314) 889-5408

The f Lve-iye ar , $23.5 million agreement between ~1onsanto Company and

Lng t on University provides the f r arr.ewo r k necessary for an extensive biomedical

rEs~~rch program. .,
The con t r arr e s tabLf shes an e Lgh t e-p e r a on advisory c orrm i.t t ee made up of

four ''':ashington -Uni\iersity Scno01 of ~-f8dicine f ac u l t v c vmd four n.enbe r s frc:TI

!-!':::nS2nto. This ccr-rc i t t e e w.i l L solicit r e s e a r c h p r opo s a l s from the faculty-

at-2..arge, review and '~i:·:;~'!"0ve <uc h p r oj.c s a Ls on the basis of individual mc r Lt ,

distribute app r op r I a r e fundir-.g, and act as a 1 L. s cn 'b2tween the University

ai1d Monsanto.

The cha i rrnan of the a dv Ls o r y c c r.r.i t t ce wi Ll. be D:~vid M. Klpnis, H.D. J

P,usch professor and head of the department of internal r,ladici;Je at the ~.J3sh-

:i.ngton University School of Medicine. In addition, the t.hr e e University corn-

nit tee members will be Luis Glaser (head of the department of biological

chemistry), Paul Lacy (Mallinckrodt professor of pathology and head of the

department of pathology) and Joseph Davie (head of the department of micro-

biology and LmmunoLogy) ,

For'Monsanto, the four advisory cc~mittee mem~ers will be Louis Fern?n~

dez (vice chairman of Monsanto), Howard Schneiderman (senior vice president,

research and devc l opmen t ) , G. Edward Paget (director, b Lon.ed program) and

David Tiemeier (science fellow). Any action to approve or disapprove funding,

to set funding amounts, and to discontinue funding will come about by a decision

of this committee.

--more--



~1"- 3"',ibory cornm i t t ee will allocate 30 perc,,-ut of its fund in!, to "···i'lora

tory or f un damerit a L research in proteins and peptides. The other 70 percent wi Ll.

go toward the support of more applied "specialty" projects for which there is

significant public need and potential commercial utility in terms of technolo

gies an~/or products.

The guiding rule for all this research is that it intersects the strengths

and interest of both Honsanto and the University.

The Univ~rsity faculty members will be at liberty to publish the resalts

of any research they do under the Monsanto funding. Monsanto, however. will

exercise the right of prior review of such mat"-rial if it contains pc>tcntially

patentable tEchnical developments. If so, Monsanto C('!!l request a short delay

of submission for publication or other public disclosure in order to begin the

patent process. Such review is necessary because many f or e Lgn patent laws re

quire the filing of patent applications before public disclosure of inventions.

Although Honsanto will have the right to an exclusive license of any

patents on an invention that COmes from the funded research, the University

will maintain the patents as its sole and exclusive property and receive royal

t:ies from Honsanto licenses. Furthermore, the resulting royalties will go to

the University for support of its educational and research programs -- not to

individual researchers. Monsanto will pay for and carry out the entire patent

ing process. If Monsanto does not elect to license a patent, the University is

free to license such patents to ot):lers.

The contract also contains important provisions for cooperative efforts

between Monsanto and \hshington University. Hansanto scientists and tech

nicians will spend time in University laboratories learning new techniques

and information. On the other hand. Monsanto will provide access to its fa

cilities -- such as its isolation and tissue culture facilities -- and use of

--more--
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u:niCjUC bi...;·L);ical <-1.~":1 ,.-,:..l",:,·r !I~,-J t e r i c Ls •

The schedule for funding, which is indexed to 1982 dollar values, -.,;ill be

carried out app r ox I o-at e Ly as follows:

Contract Exploratory Specialty Contract Year
Year Projects Projects Total Budget

82-83 $1,500,000 $1,500,000 $3,000,000

83-84 $1,600,000 $2,200,000 $3,800,000

81,-85 st,700,000 $3,000,000 $4,700,000

85-86 $1,800,000 $3,800,000 $5,600,000

86-87 $1,900,000 $4,500,000 $6,400,000

Total $8,500,000 $15,000,000 $23,500,000

In the third year of the agreement, and every two years thereafter', Hon-

santo and the University will have an independent scientific review panel made

up of distinguished scientists (not connected with either institution) review

the scientific merit of the projects being funded and the impact of the pro-

gram on both participating institutions. In the third year, i.t will also be

determined if it is in the best interests of both parties to continue funding

beyond the presently agreed-upon five' years •

. --end--
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Glenda Rosenthal or Don Clayton
Washington University School of
Medicine Public Relations
Campus Box 8065
St. Louis, MO 63110
(314) 454-2515 .

h'ASHINGTON m~IVL;51.TY A:~D ~'10NSA.l~TO COHP.;"'iY
SIGN FIVE-YEAR BI02~DICAL RESEARCH AGREEMENT

St. Louis, Mo., June 3, 1982 -- Washington University and Monsanto

Cc~pany in St. Louis anncunced today they have entered into a five-year agre2-

men t to conduct b Lorae d Lca L research focused in the areas of proteins and

peptides which regulate cellular functions.

The two institutions have signed a general contract totaling S23.5 raLLl Lon ,

under which individual research projects will be carried out by coope.rative

arrangements involving faculty at the Washington University School of Medicine

and Monsanto sci~ntists. About 30 percent of the efforts will be directed

toward fundamental research and 70 percent toward research which is directly

applicable to major human diseases.

Selection of projects'to be pursued under the agreement will be made by

an advisory co~~ittee composed of individuals appointed by Monsanto and

h'ashington University.

Monsanto's participation in the program will begin with a $3 million grant

during the first year and rise annually to accommodate expansion in the number

and scope of research projects inVOlved. Although the agreement prOVides for

a continuing research program over five years, it can be renewed for a longer

period.
- more -



intern:)l rne d Lr Lne at the hT,,]shington University School of ~~cdicine, ~...;'ill d i r ec r

the prngr3m and serve as chairman of the advisory co~~ittee. He said: "This

<: ~:' ~:-:._ :,t o f~ ~'r

------------_..._------

r .' ," ...< t r, "

BU::H.:11 lJrU[2SS0r ~l.:i.J ;;.:. :8 {);:1J::;..
';'",'..'

'~.._-._--_..'._---------------.

~~':i~ Ki;'ilih, :~.J. 1

, ,

is an extraordinary opportunity to expand the support and depth of research in

areas which are widely recognized as ~portant to the treatQent and diagnosis

of disease. We are en Lar g Ing the roles of both institutipns -- h!ashington

University end ~'!or.santo -- in the nu r su Lt of basic and applied re s ca r cb., Oll. '

~~e hand, ~e have a re~23r~h -Grientcd academic institution ~nd, on the otlJl;r,

a high-technology industry ce\::!bining resources in t he investigation ~nd de-

t.., -. 11ve Icpne n t of know l e d ce and use f u I app l i c a t i on s for the il~iblic l,)L~12! It., .
Howard A. Schneiderman, ~fonsanto's senior vice pr2sident, research and

C~-..relop~\?p.t, said, "h'e. expect t.hat new therapies deve Lcp ed through this

exciting drug-discovery partnership will rapidly be brought into pu.blic use.

With the extEnsive bio~edi~31 skills of Washington UniV2rsity plus Xonssnto's

,: :lity to turn Lnven t Lon s into valuable products, this joint research venture

should ultimately benefit society on a scale not possible by each institution

working alone."

During the third year of the five-year agreement, the entire pro~ram will

be reviewed by a panel of distinguished scientists who are independent of both

~onsanto and Washington University. The purpose of this panel will be to

examine the scientific excellence of the programs and their value to both in-

stitutions, according to Luis GlaBer, Ph.D., h~ad of the department of

bio"logical chemistry at. '.Jashington University School of }1eJicine and a mernbe r

of the adVisory committee.

As part of the collaborative program, a number of Monsanto scientists will

be working in Washington University laboratories to facilitate the transfer of

technology to Monsanto.

-more-
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Add t~o - ~~~\ill~ton Uuiversity-~uns~!nto Contract

Under the agreement, faculty members participating in the projects are

at liberty to publish results of their research. Patents on any inventions

arising from the projects will be held by Washington University with exclusive

licensing rights to Monsanto.

This is the second program of this nature under way between Xonsanto

and ~·<1shillst..on University. Earlier this year, the 'LwQ ins·titutions sisn::-d .m

agreement in ~hich Monsanto will provide $1.5 million for faculty research in

the field of hybr Ldcraas , materials which may have valuable diagnostic uses.

Chancellor William H. Danforth said, "Washington University and Monsanto

have shared a continuing relationship for many years. The firm and its found

ing family have helped construct raaj o r buildings for research and instruction

on both our cacp use s and have encouraged academic programs -and research vh Lch

benefit ht~.ankind. We have tried to learn from the recent experience of others

to create a prototype for future collaborative efforts between industry and

higher education -- an agreement which protects fully the integrity of both

parties."

II II II
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UNIVERSITY
OF UTAH

APR 03 !gS4

VICE PR£SIDENT
FOIi! RESEARCH

304 PARK BLJllC'NG
SALT LAKEcry. LTA,. '34112
Wt-58P236

30 March 1984

Refer to: 84-144

April Lewis Burke. Esq.
Director of the Clearinghouse on

University/Industry Relations
Association of American Universities
One Dupont Circle. N.W •• Suite 730
Washington. D.C. 20036

!iftJDear Ms-:'ilurke: L ~'
tli response t Dr. Rosenzweig's recent request. please find enclosed

"Research for Industry at the University of Utah". Our industrial research
policy and procedures are epitomized in the Standard Research Agreement in the
Appendix. Often we depart from these provisions. upon request by the potential
sponsor or the Principal Investigator. So. for example. it is not unusual for
us to grant exclusive patent licensing and to permit only a 30-day review before
publication.

Our conflict of interest policy is described in the enclosed excerpt from our
Policy and Procedures Manual. Also. the policy is expanded in "Commerciali
zation of Scientific Discoveries" statement. We do not allow. for example. a
company to support a Principal Investigator's research if he has a major posi
tion in the company (officer. director. etc.). as mentioned in your write-up.

Both conflict of interest and industrial research policies are treated in
our Principal Investigator's Handbook. also enclosed. You may also be
interested in the brochure "A Thriving Partnership: The University and High
Tech Indust ry" •

As you requested. I have also included the legislation and by-laws of the
Utah Technology Finance Corporation. It is currently funded at $1.2M plus a
$500.000 grant from HUD. I expect to call on you later in the year for a run
down on the activities of other States in connection with a panel discussion on
University/State cooperation at the November NCURA meeting in Washington. D.C.

Si ncerely ,

JJB: mh
Attachments

~ J. Brophy
~:s~resident for Research



UNIVERSITY OF UTAH

OFFICE OF VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH
GRANT AND CONTRACT INSTRUCTION

19 July 1982

SUBJECT: Commercialization of Scientific Discoveries

(

(

The University of Utah encourages dissemination and utilization
of scientific and technical discoveries arising from academic research.
Corporate or individual commercialization of these discoveries is often
the most rapid and effective way for such intellectual properties to
benefit the pUblic. A broad range of services are available to aid in
the initial stages of such development including the Patent and Product
Development Office, the University of Utah Research Institute, and the
University of Utah Research Park.

While faculty members are free to participate in corporate en
deavors, such activity is subject to University patent policy and to
disclosure of potential conflict of interest situations in accordance
with University policy, which states, in part, "the purpose••. of the
regulations and guidelines set forth herein, is to promote the public
interest and strengthen public confidence in the integrity of the
university by establishing standards of conduct for university personnel
in areas where there are actual or potential conflicts of interest
between their duties to the university and their private interests."
Furthermore, faculty so engaged are expected to meet their academic
obligations in full measure with that level of dedication traditionally
expected of University faculty.

The University does not participate in the operation of for-profit
corporations established for the purpose of developing scientific or

. technical discoveries. Where appropriate, patent royalty income from
or equity interest in such corporations is assigned to the University
of Utah Research Foundation. Net income of the Foundation is used to
support the scientific and educational purposes of the University.
These practices do not change eXisting policies and procedures for
accepting gifts of stock or other assets from private donors.

~)-)NrL
Vice President for ~~h

JJB:m

Distribution:
All Principal Investigators
Deans
Directors and Department Chairpersons
Administration
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S. E. No. 329

THE CO~~ORA~]ON FOR THE CONTRACTINC OF, DEALING 1~ AND

EN::OUJV..GEI~ENT Of ECONOMIC C:O<O,,"TH M'D IMFROVE1"~E1"I"':'S WITHIN

THE STATE OF UTAF. OF TtCHNOLOGICAL MiD INNOVATIVE

BUSW:;:SS, CO!'~'lERCIAL AND IN::lUSTF.IAL ACTIVITIES WITH TH:;:

INTEK?]O~ OF 5RO~~ENINv THE ECONOMIC BASE WITHIN THE STATE

}.)..'D ENCOURJ..GING THE CREATION OF' JOBS FOR RESIDENTS OF Tnt:

S"rATE.

Be it enacted bv the Leojslature of the S~ate of U~ah:

Section 1. Thl~ chapter shall be kno~n and may be cited

as 'the "Utah 7eochnoloc;y and Lnnov e t i on Act."

Sect-ion 2. 1'.5 used in this chapter "ame L'l business" means

s me l I business as defined: by t.he .t1:l i 't e c:! S't e t e e Small ao e t ne s e

Ac...7.inistration. and "corporation" means the Utah· technology

:i~a.nce co~poretion provided for in this chapter.

Sec~ion 3. There is establ:shec e nc~~profit corporation

u nde z- the Le ....-e of Utah to be kno1o.·n as the "Ut.ah 't.e c hno Lc qy

~:':>a::lce c or-pc r s t.c on ." }o.rt.icles of incorporation shall be filed

for t.he corpor~t.~on ~i~h the lie~~enant. ccve r oc r . The

co:.-porat.ion shall, subject tc t~lS cha~t.er. have all powers and

au t.ho r-d t.y pe r-rm t t.ed non-profit c c i-pc r a t Lcn s b"y Lav ,

but not lirr.ited to the power and ·authori~y:

including

(1) .To

encourage anc!:

and gro1o.'th

take all

e s e a s t; in the

of emerc;:"ng

action necessary or desirable ~o

research, cievelopment. prorno'tion

anc developing tecr_~ological and

i~novative small busines~es threu~~out Ut.ah;

(2) To previde fro~ its !unds ~at.cr.in; sources of capital

for equity inves~ment in or direct leans to emerging and

developing technological and i~~cva~ive Small businesses in

ac c c r de nc e ",:ith t.hi.s chapter;

(3) To coordinate and cooperate ~it.h the d~par~~ent of

cc~~unity and economic development, all other s~ate aQencies

colleges. ~nive=si~ies, otherand its

academic

poli~:calsubcivisions.

and research sources.
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(4) To o='tain, hold, a::1C own royalties, st.ock and other

other publi~ or p~ivate entities;

agencies a~d enti~ies o~ the Uni~ed S~ates 90ver~~ent, and all

s. a , No. 329

c cr-p e m e s ,o~ne~ship inte~ests and p=cp~ietary rights in

i
i
!

c op y r-d g::ts. ! i c e n s e s , projects 2:iC other developments

anc businesses ~tichi,.
i•

p a t e n t.a ,

fostered tr.:rough

have beer:.

t.he e f f c r t s ,

e:lcou:-aged,

contact.s,

e s t.a'c I i shed or

"''':"ley or other

resources o~ the cor?c::-ation;

(5) To wake c=::-ange~e~ts ~ith va::-ious businesses and

tcchnclog~cal developmer:": cC;7.pa::ies for addit.ional sources of

funding a:1d ....'it;h f e de r-e L, sta~e anc:!. o~her government.al

entities, as ~ell as private and public fo~ncations. and other

dono~s for sou~ces of g~e~ts ~o eEsi5~ t~e co~o=ation and

o~her co~pora~jo~s. small b~s:nesses, and high tecr~ology

F~~J~C~S ~o o~~ain tn~ necessa~y capiLal ane other assistance

to cccom~lish the ?u=poses of ~his chap~er;

(6) To' invest and r-e i r;•ve s t, 1";.5 f·...:.:ics ~or t.hE p\:.rposes

provided in thi~ c~a~ter;

(7) To ex~enc its money for the operation of the

co~o=a~ion and i~s p~=?cses;

(S) To co~~ract ~ith p~blic ane p=iva~e en~itjes ~~d

cqoe:!'lcies, :..nc.:i\'ic:....:als a:1C c oe.pa rri e s , for ":..he ci:.=ryi:'lg on of the

cc~ivjties and po~e=s proviced in this chapter. including the

~ranting of =e~ea=ch contracts;

(9) To receive app=o?=iatio~5 from the legislature. as

well as ccntri~utions from o~her public agencies. privat.e

individ~als. cc~?anie5 and c~her donor~ and contributors. and

(10) 70 seek ~ederal and state tax exe~?~icns. and to

tcke all =e~ated ~ctions, as d~te=mined by the board of

t~~s~~es of t~e cc~porctjo~.

$ec-:::'on 4. ( 1 ) ~e cc=?o~a~ion shall be governed by a

bCG~d of ~ru5~eeE co~~is~i~~ o! a~ leG~~ seven but no ~OTe than

eleven ~rus~ee5 ap?ci~ted for 5:~ggerec three-yea~ te~ms and

CC~5istin9 o! th~ foll0.{nq:

- 3-
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(a) A ~ember c! ~he U~ah s~a~e se~ote, appointed by the

pre~Jdent of the senate;

(b) A rne~ber o! the Ut~~ s~ate house of representatives,

appointed by the speaker of the house of representatives; and

(c) The ~e~a:~ing trustees appolnted by the governor ~ith

consent of the 5e~ate, selected from represen~~tives of the

acaoE::::'Iic, ~a~king ane fir.ance, ve~~ure capital. e~gi~ee~:ng,

and accounting co~~unities and from thescien~i:ic. lesal

ge~e~al p~~lic.

(2) 7he cc~?o~ation may:

(a) Ado?~ byla~5 anc rules and exercise all o~her po~er5

pe=mitted under the lays of Utah not in con:lict with this

cb e p t e r :

(b) Hire a full-time director and all o~er employees

~~ich the trustees ciete=n.ine necessary for the conduct of the

business 0: the c c r-p o r a t d on , and 'to c crnp e n s a t.e the e i r ee t.or an"d'"

~he other e~~1cy~es :rom tbe f~ncis of ~he co::-pcration or irom

othe= ::-esou::-ce~ available to the corpo::-a~ion; a~d

(c) Es~ablish an acvisory boa~ci c~~sisting of persons

expe::-:encec a~c kno~ledgeable ~~ science, b~s:ness, ban)':ing.

1 a ...·, c c've r-nmerrt; , scade~ics, and accounting, and consisting of

o~e::-s ~ho~ ~~e boa~d of t::-ustees deems desirable ~o as~is~ in

the acco~plisr~ent o! the pu~o~es 0: this chapter.

Section 5. Tne corporation, in cc~nect50n ~ith its

follo...,ingt.heshall co~ply ~ithcperations and d~ties,

cri't.eria:

(1) If the_ c cc-pc r e t i cn provides money to ~igh t.ech::Joloqy

small busi~e~5es or projects in U~ah in the form of research

ccn't r a cx e , u n Le.e s ot.her...c ae . d.et.e::-r..:ned by t.he board of

't r-c s t e e e , royal t.y p e yme rrt s shall be r e t.a i ned and provi sion made

fo::- ultir.,ate c er-ve r s i en of' all rights so ac cc ar e d iT.to eq'.Jity

in th~ hi~h t~ch~ology s~a!l b~s~~ess or project;

(2) 1! ~he co=poratior. prc~ides money for direct ca?ital

invest~ent. in high tecr~ology s~all busi~esses or projects. the

-,-
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corpo~ation shall

funds irom privat~

requi r e ,

sources in amount.s at least equal

matching

to the

money investe~ by ~he corpo~s.tion;

(3 ) The prop:-ietary rir;:'ts and interests of the

co:-?orc,:ion :i:l. ~uch high tech:l.ology 5::"1a 11 busineE.Se5 and

projects shall re~ain a ncn-co~t~c!ling minority inte~est;

(~) The cc:-pc~c':~on shall, by ~ritten contract, ensure

t za t; it is given r ecu Le r 5 .. a t;u 5 r epc r t e on the use of t.he money

1~ has :nvested or loaned or resea:-ch ccn~racts it has awarded

t;c high t.e c hnc l oe y , small businesses ano p r-c j e c r.s and on the

status 0: the 5~211 business or project :n ~hich it has become

so i:l.volvec;

(5 ) The assist.ance and inves~rnent by the corporation in

high technology bU5i~esses and p~ojects is ~irnited to those

busine~s anc prcjects,

SIT. a 11 ;''...l5ine~ses and projects

as ....ell

having L~eir pri~ary place of

as ~heir p~i~ary business

o?eratio~s, ~i~~in U~ah; a~d

(6) ~he corporatjon shall enco~rage the aevelopment and

;ro~~h oi b~sine~ses and tech~ology which are no~ cietrimen~al

to the ~~a:i~y of the land, a~r, ~ater, or general environment

of U~ah.
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:sy -Lh~'~S

OF

UTAH TECP~OLOGY FINANCE COR?OR~TION

*********+****,**~y*

.l'.RTICLE I

Offices

~he principal of:ice of the Corpc~ation in the State of

Ut eh 5:--1211 be located in Salt Lake c i t y , Utah .. The- Co r po.r e t i on

5:-1211 have such o t he r offices, either w i t h i n or w':thout t h e

State 0: Utah, as the BoarG of Trustees Ii1=Y cesignate or as t.he

busi~ess of the Corporation may re~~i=e frcw ti~e to time ..

Tne r e c a s t e r e d office of t h e Corpo::""2t.ion reqt.:i::-ec by

the G-:'2.h Kon-Profit Corporation ana Cooperative ..z..ssociation ';ct

to be IUaintc.inea in the State of Ut2:.n r.,ay, but need not, be

icentic2:.l with the principal of fi ce in the State of Utah, and

the acc=ess of the registered office may be changed from ti!:le to

t:~e by the Board of Trustees ..

ARTICLE II

Trustees

Section 1. Bo"rd of Trustees. '!""ne Corporation shall

be gover:lec by a Board of T~ustees consisted of at Le e s t seven

(7) trustees and no more than eleven (11) trustees e ppo i n t e d for

stagg:ered three year terms e rid consisting of the f o Ll ow.i nq s

,,;;
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(a ) menber of the Uta':; Stcte Se;-lC,te, to be

appoin~ed by the President 0: the Senate.

(b) A ~eDber of the Utat State Ecuse of Represen-

tatives, to be appoin~ed by the SpeaKer of the Eouse of

Representatives.

(c) The remaining trustees as appointed by the

Governor wi th consent of the Se na t.e , such trustees to

be selected from representatives of the academic, bank-

ing and finance. venture capital, engineering, scienti-

fic, legal and accounting co~~unities and from the gen-

era 1 pUblic.

Section 2. Duties. The Board of Trustees shall have

the c ori t r o L ana gene:ral me ria q e me n t; of the affairs arid business

of the Corporation. Such Trustees shall in all cases act as a

Boa z d , except as otherwise provided rie r e i n , r ecu La r Ly conve riec ,

by a ~ajority, and they may adopt such rules and regulations for

the conduct of their meetings and the management of the company.

as t.hey rne y deem proper, not inco:1sistent \.o,'ith these By-Laws,

the laws of the State of Utah, and the provisions of Section

501(c)(3) of the Ln t.e r ria L Revenue Code of 1954 (or the corres-

ponding provision of any future United S~a~es In~e=nal Revenue

L2~) gove=ning exewpt organizations.

Section 3. Trustees Meetinos. Regular meetings of the

Board of Trustees shall be held at such times and places as th~

Boare of Trustees may determine.

-2-
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of Trustees may be celled by the President at any ti",e, e nd

shall be called by th~ President or the Secretcry upon the writ

ten request of three Trustees.

each Trustee in p e r s o n , or by

Notice of meetings"'~="incs.Section 4. Notice of ...... _ ...

be given by s e r v i ce upons:,a11

Mailing to each Trustee at that person's last kno~n address, at

least ten (10) days before the date therein cesignated for such

meeting, incluc.ing the cay of I:Jailins, of a written or printed

notice thereof specifying the time and place of such meeting,

and the business to be brought before the meeting. At any meet-

ing at which every member of the Board of Trustees shall be

present, ·"al"though- -nerd - wi t h o u t; notice, any business Day be

t r e n s a c t e d \o\'hich might have been t r e n s e c t e d if the I:"leeting had

been duly called.

1".ny Trustee may wa i v e notice of any rneeting under the

pr ov i sions hereof. The attendance of a Trustee at a meeting

shall constitute a waiver of notice of such meeting except ~here

a Trustee attencs a meeting for the express purpose of Qbjecting

'to the t r e o s a c t i on of e ny business because the I:",eeting is not

lanfu11y convened or called.

Section 5. Voting .. }\.t all n e e t i nc s of the Board of

Trus'<:ees, each Trustee is to neve one vote. T:.,e act 0: a

majority of the Trustees. present at a meeting at which a Suorum

i~ present.shall be the act of the Board of Trustees.

-3-
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Sect ion 6. Vacencies. Ve c a nc i e s in- the Boare o c c c r e-

rins between a nrrua I meetings shell be filled for the un e xp i r e c

po~tio~ of the term by that person who orisinally op?ointed that

?rustee.

Secti on 7. O\Jorum. The n umber of TrL2stees wh o shall

be present at any meeting of the Board of Trustees in o r d e r to

constitute 2. quorum for the t r e n s e c t i on of any business or any

specified item of bL2siness shall be a ma j cr i t y of the then

serving Trustees.

The nUmber of votes of Tr~stees that shall be necessa~y

for the transaction of any business or any specified iteI:! of

business at any me e t a nq of the Board of TrL2stees shall be a

~ajority of those attenaing such meeting.

If a quorL2~ shall not be present at eny I;;eetin9 of the

B02.zod of Tr~stee5, those pr e s e n t may acjourn the Ii"leeting f:::om

time to time, until a quorum shell be present.

Section 8. F'xecutive Corarni t t e e , By r e s c Lu t I ori of the

Boara of Trustees, the Trustees may cesignate an e x e c u t i v e com

mittee of not less than three Trustees, to rr.anage and eirect the

c a i i y affairs 0: the .Corporation. The Executive COl:l~ittee shall

have and may exercise all of the authority that is vested in the

Bocr'o. of trustees as if the Bo a r d 0: Tr~stees we r e regularly

c onv erie d , except tha t the Ex e c u t i ve Ccrnrai t tee sha 11 not· 'h a ve

authority to amend these By-Laws.

-4-
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At all rneecinss of th€ Executive Co~~ittee, each ~e~ber

of that corn~ittee shall have one vote ana the act of a ~ajority

of the members present at a meeting at which 2. ~uor~~ is p=esent

shall be the act of the Executive Co~rnittee.

The number of Executive Committee me~bers who shall be

pl""esent at any . 'rneel..lng of the Executive Co~",ittee in order to

constitute a quo~u:m for the t r a n s e c t i on 0:: any business or any

speci:ied item of business shall be a ffiajority.

The number of votes of Executive Co mri i z t e e ~ej;;bers that

shall be necessary for the transaction of any busir.ess or any

sp~cified item of business at any meeting of the Executive Com-

mittee shall be a majority.

Section o
~ . Committees. Tne Boare of Trustees, by

resolution of the Boa r d , I!':2Y establish such other c ornm.i t t.e e s to

assist the Corporation in an a c v i s o r y or assisting role as it

rr.a y determine.

Section 10. Compensation. By resolution of the Board

of Trustees, the Trustees may be paid their expenses, if any, of

attendance at any meeting of the Board of Trustees 0= a reason-

able co~pe~sation for services renderec. No such payment shall

preclude any Trustee from serving the Corporation in any other

c20acitv and receivino reasonable coc~ensation therefore.. - . ~ .

-5-
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Section 11. Presumptio~ c: ~sse~~. ~ T~usteee of the

Corpo=ation ~ho is prese~t a: 2. weeting of the B02=d of 7rust~es

at w n i ch action on any corporate. r.e t t e r is taken shall be: pre

s urre d to have assented to the action t a k e n u n l e s s his d i s s e n t

shall be entered in the minutes of the meeting or unless he

shall file his .... ritten dissent to such action .... ith the person

acting as the Secretary of the meeting before the adjot:rn",ent

thereof or shall for-ward such dissent by 'registered I:1ail to the

Secretary of the Corporation ir.;::;eciately a f t e z the acjourn41ent

of the meeting .. Such right of c i s s e n t shall not apply to a

Tr12s~.ee whe voted in favor of such action.

Section 12. Director c!"'JC E:::=lovees. The Boa rd shall

be entitled to hire a full tioe ci=ector anc all other employees

\o.·hich the T'r u s t e e s determine n e c e s s a r y i cs: the c cric uc t of the

business of t h e Corporation, and to compensate the cirector and

other Enployees from the funas of the Corporation or from other

resources available to the Corporation. The director and other

employees shall serve at the pleasure of the Board.

Section 13. Advisory Board. The Board shall also have

the right to establish an a d v i a o r y board c on s i s t d nc of persons

experie~ced a:1d knowledgable in science, business, banking, law.

90ve=n~ent, academics, accounting, e-ng:r-leering and con s i s t i nq of

others ""'hom the Board of Trustees d e e ms desirable to assist in

the accomplishment of the purposes of the Corporation.

-6-
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Section 1". Other Acti\'ities. IJ. o r c e r to obtain

experti s e to further the purposes of the Corporation and its

legislative powers a nd manc a t e , T'r u s t e e s . Ac.viso.:-y :aOe!'C r.le:il-

hers, "".o r r i c e r s , employees and other agents of the Corporation

mayor shall be appointed or selectee f r orr. areas of b us i n e s s ,

sove:-nment, education, science, law and ot.her b c s i n e s s e s and

professions directly or indirectly engaged in or acquainted ~ith

persons engaged in technological, innovative and emerging bu s i »

nesses and pursuits for ~hich the Corporation has been estab-

lished to foster ana encou~age. These circu~stances ~ay result

in any or 211 such persons, a s s oc i e t ed wi t h the Corporation,

indir·ectly receiving some benefit from results of the Corpora-

tion's activities. Such conflicts or benefits shall not limit

or ci s q ua Li f y the right of e ny s u c h p e r s cri to aSSuITIE anc c a r r y

out his or her role and responsibilities on behalf of the Corpo-

ration; p=ovidec, ho~ever, that all of the Corporation's activi-

ties shall be c orid uc te d in a raa nrre r not to c orif Li c t; with the

provisions of Section SOl(c)(3} of the Ln t e r n a I Revenue Code of

195~, 2$ a rae rid e d (or the corresponding provisions Cif any future

United' 'States Internal Revenue law); and, provide6 fu=ther, that

the Co r p o r e t ti o n sh211 take 211 r e e s c ria b Le action to ensure the

p r eve n t i on of any abusive, pr e c e t c r y , 0= unethical pr e c t i c e s by

211 persons associ2ted with the Corpor2tion.

-7-
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hRTICLE III

Officers

-...~----------

Section 1. NU:iiiber. The o f f i c e r s of this Cc r p c r a t Lori

s}lc..ll be: President. Vice-President. Se c r e t e r y and T::easu::er.

Any officer ~ay hold more than one office.

Section 2. Elect:ion. 1'.11 officers of the Corporation

shall be elected annually by the sc.e r c of Trustees, e ric shall

hole office for t'he t e r r- of one (1) year or until their s u c c e s s-

sors are Duly elected.

Boar-c.

Officers n e ed not be rr.ernb e r s of the

The Board may appoint such c t h e r officers, age::.ts and

em~loyees as it shall ceew necessary, ~ho shall have such

authority and s ha Ll perform such duties as from time to time

shall be peescribee by the Board.

Se c t I o n 3. Du tie S 0 f 0 f fie e r 5 . The duties and powe::s

of the officers of the company shall be as follows:

PRESIDENT

7ne President shall p::eside at all meetings of the

Boare 0= T=ustees and members.

He'shall present at e e cn annual mee t. i nq of the "I':.rust-

e e s , a report. of the condition of the business of the Corpora-

t i or. ,

-8-
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He shall c::>\Jse to be c a Ll e c resul.c.:"" ana s p e c i e I rn~et-

inss of theT~~stees in accordance ~ith these ~y-la~s~ Ee shall

appol~t and remove, employ a nd d i s cr.e r c e , e rid :ix the co;c,.'Je:-.s2.-

tioD of the director and of all s e r va n t s , e:gents, e mpLcy e e s and

clerks of the Corpor a t ion other than the duly a.'J.'Jcinted

officers, subject to the approval of the Boar~ o~ .T~ustees.

He shall sign and make all cc~tracts and agree~ents in

the name of the Corporation.

He shall see that the' books, reports, s t a t eme n t s , and

c e r t d f i c e t e s required by the statutes are pz o pe r Ly kept, mace

and filec accorcing to law.

He shall sign all notes, drafts or 'oi Ils of exchange,

wa r r e n t s or other orders for the pay;;,ent or nori e y duly d r a wn by

the Tree..surer.

He shall enforce these By-laws and perform all the

outies inciaent to the position and office, and h"hi ch are

requirea by law.

VICE-PRESIDENT

During the absence or inability of the Pr-esident to

r e nc e r anc perform his duties or e x e r c i s e ri i s pow e r s , 2S set

forth in trJese Ey-lal?_s or in the acts urid e r \o..n i cr, this Corpora-

tion is organized, those duties shall be perfer-mea and exer-cised

by the Vice-P:::esident and h"hen so acting, he shall have all the

powe r s and be subject to a,ll the resporosibilities 'hereby given

6ri~posed upon such President.

-9-
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t.he

SEC?ETJ,RY

Tne Secreta~y sh~ll keep the ~in~tes of the ~eetings of

Board of Trustees in ao~r6oriate boo):s.- - -
He shall give and serve all notices of the Corporation.

He shall be custodian of the records and of the seal

and affix the latter when requirec.

He shall present to the Board of Trustees at their

s'tctec meetings all c ommun i c e t aon s e c d r e s s e d to hiLl officially

by the President or any officer of the Corporation.

He shall attend to all correspondence and perform all

~he cuties incident to the office of Sec~etary.

TREASURER

The Treasurer shall have the care and custody of and be

re~ponsible for all the funds and securities of the Corporation,

ana depos·it all such funds in the n a me c i the Corporation in

such banl< or banks, trust company or trust cornpanies or safe

deposit vaults as the Board of Trustees may designate.

He shall exhibit at all reasonable times his ~ool<s and

accounts to any Tr~stee of the Corporation upon application at

the office of the Corporation during regular business hours.

He shall render a s t a t erae rrt of the c cric i tions of the

finances of the Corporation at each regular meeting of the Board

of Trustees, and at such other times as shall be required by him.·

-10-
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,/- He shall k p at the office of che l ~pora~~on, correct

bOOKS of e c c ourrt of all its 'ou s i rie s s and t r e ns e c t Lcn s anc such

other books of account as the Board of T=ws~ees ~ay require.

He shall do and perform ill duties appertaining to the

office of Treasurer.

Section 4. ~. The Treasurer shall, if required by

the Board of Trustees, give to the Corporation such security for

the faithful discharge of his duties as the Beard may direct.

Section 5. Vacancies. Ho..' Filled. All vacancies in

any office shall be filled by the Beard of Trustees ..·ithout

unc u e delay, at any regular meeting or a~ a meeting specially
._-_ .. -

called for that purpose. In the case of the absence of any

officer of the Corporation or for any reason that the Board of

Trustees may· d e e m sufficient I the Bo e r d n a y , except as speci-

fically otherwise provided in these By-laws, d~legate the> powers

,of or duties of such officers to any other officer or Trustee

fer the ti~e being, provided a m2jo=ity of the entire Board con

curs t.n e r e i n ,

Section 6. Compe~sation 0= O:ficers. Tne officers

shall receive such co~pensation for services rendered as ~ay be

determined by the Board of Trustees.

Section 7. Removal of Officers. The Board of T~u5tees

may r e rao v e any officer. by a majority vote, at any time with or

.without cause.
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1'.R7 1 CLE I V

Seal

Section 1. Seel. The seal of the CorpDratiDn shall be

as deter~ined by the Boa~d of Trustees.

ARTICLE V

Bills, NDtes, Etc.

Section 1. RD'" ~aoe. All bills payable, nDtes,

checks, crafts, war~ants, or other negotiable instru~ents of the

Co r p o r e t a o n shall be made in the name of the Co r p o r e t dori , and

sh~ll be signed by such officer or officers, agent or agents of

the Corporation and in such manner as shall from time to time be

oetermined by res?lution of the Boaro of Trustees.

1'..RTICLE VI

;...."71€r-;<::!l1en t s

Section 1. RDW h.menoec. Tnese By-laws ~ay be altered,

amended, repealed Dr added to by the vDte Df the Board of

Trustees of this CorporatiDn at any regular meeting of the

Board, 0= at a special meeting of the Trustees called for that

p u r po s e : provided a quo r urn of the Trustees, as provided by lah'

and by the .>-.rt ic les of IncDrpora t i on, is p::-esent a t such regular

meeting or special .. 'me e t anq r and provided, further, that no

a~encrnent to these By-laws may be mace which is contrary to the

t e r rns of the Articles of" Incorporation or of any p r ov i s i on of

law.

-12-
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ARTICLE: VIr

Fiscal Year

Section 1. The fiscal year shall b e c i r; January 1 and

end on December 31.

ARTICLE VIII

waiver of Notice

Section 1. ~nenever any notice is res~ired to be given

to any Trustee ot the Corpozation unde= tbe p~ovisions of these

Byr-Law s or under the Articles of Incorporation or under the

p r o v i s i on s of the Utah Non-Pro:::'-: Cc r po r e t I o n and Cooperative

J..ssociation Act, c. wa i v e r t b e r e o f in wr i t i nq signed by the per-

sen or persons entitled to such notice, ~het~er before or after

the ti~e stated therein, shall be cee~ed e~uivalent to the giv-

of

ins of such nc t i c e ,

J<.DOPTED th i s .2~ d..___ cay Jyj;?J/~~
7 I

19U·

~.0""-~ J- Ch.~---

-i~
'\ITS : __'.'

BY: --
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'ERTIFICATE OF SECRETARY

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify:

(1) That I am the duly elected and acting Secretary of

Utah Technology Finance Corporation, a Utah Corporation; and

(2) That the foregoing By-la\"s, c ompr i s i nq eleven (11)

pages, constitutes the By-laws of that Corporation as dUly

adopted at a meetin~he Board of
J 11

the t2~ :=:.L day of f;.t:4.;j~
./ I

IK WITKESS ""BEREOF, I have

Trustees thereof duly held

r 19.1:2.. •

hereunto subscribed my name

( Sea 1 )

:.,

seal of said Corporation. this ;;;2 --::!- day of

~/f-~~£//
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